
First name Last name Email

Eliška Kodyšová eliska.kodysova@aperio.cz

Allan Norré Pedersen alnp@skivecollege.dk

Adelina Stuparu marina-adelina.stuparu@vgregion.se

Dace Careva projekti@valmierastehnikums.lv

AnnKristin Olsson annkristin.olsson@karlstad.se

Susanne Meuller susanne.meuller@kunskapsforbundet.se

Ana Borko mobilnost.obskc@gmail.com

Marcela Bolibruchova bolibruchovam@gmail.com

Susanne Danielsson susanne.danielsson@varberg.se

Anneli Gustafson anneli.gustafson@sshl.se

Mihovil Pavičić mihovil.pavicic@ampeu.hr

Natalija Budinski nbudinski@yahoo.com

Heli Lassheikki heli.lassheikki@utbnord.se

Susanne Laugesen sus@vucklar.dk

Annie Gårdmo annie.gardmo@samskolan.se

Aleksandra Filipović filipovicalexandra@gmail.com

Lotta Bartosch lotta.bartosch@innovitaskolan.se

Tanja Dornik tdornik@gmail.com

Sinah Scheu sscheu@jfk-schule.de

Michelle Simonsen michelle.simonsen@edu.stockholm.se

Gudmundur Bjorgvin Gylfason gbg@fsu.is

Þóra Björk Bjartmarz thorab@laekjarskoli.is

Tina Weinhold-Leiser t.weinhold-leiser@fuu-sachsen.de

Ivana Florkova ivana.florek@gmail.com

Ragnheiður Eyjólfsdóttir ragga@fiskt.is

Inara Groce inara.groce@inbox.lv

Caleb Marwick caleb.marwick@ange.se

Madeleine Hansen madeleine.hansen@eskilstuna.se

Cecilia Stigborg Lindqvist cecilia.stigborglindqvist@engelholm.se

christiane wegener c.wegener@bkneandertal.de

Helena Westlund helena.westlund@utb.karlshamn.se



Contact number Country of residence

4,20739E+11 Czech Republic

29671498 Denmark

46768072904 Sweden

28656012 Latvia

0705984498 Sweden

46732006016 Sweden

3,85989E+11 Croatia

+421 908907901 Slovakia

0702799037 Sweden

46703698505 Sweden

00385912994800 Croatia

0641462861 Serbia

0725557048 Sweden

28579223 Denmark

0733896268 Sweden

3,81642E+11 Serbia

0725172842 Sweden

0992267773 Croatia

4,91732E+11 Germany

0769412312 Sweden

3546983031 Iceland

7730386 Iceland

4,93715E+12 Germany

+421 908496286 Slovakia

8247677 Iceland

0037129299709 Latvia

0761347131 Sweden

46739408414 Sweden

0709696458 Sweden

Germany

46 766188884 Sweden



Organisation

APERIO - Společnost pro zdravé rodičovství, z.s.

Skive College

Naturbruksförvaltningen 

Valmieras tehnikums

Tingvallagymnasiet, AnnKristin Olsson

Kunskapsforbundet Vast

Obrtnička škola Koprivnica

Základná škola s materskou školou Jána Vojtaššáka Zákamenné

Peder skrivares skola

Sigtuna Skolan Humanistiska Läroverket

National Agency for Mobility and European Union Programmes

Petro Kuzmjak School

897600-5044

HF & VUC Klar

samskolan

Gimnazija

Innovitaskolan (Pysslingen förskolor och skolor AB)

Škola za medicinske sestre Mlinarska

John F Kennedy Schule Esslingen

Rödabergsskolan

Fjolbrautaskoli Sudurlands

Lækjarskóli

fuu sachsen ggmbh

Základná škola s materskou školou Jána Vojtaššáka Zákamenné

Fisktækniskóli Íslands

Janis Ivanovs Rezekne music vocational school

Fränstaskolan

Barn-och utbildningsförvaltningen Eskilstuna kommun

Nyhemsskolan

Berufskolleg Neandertal

Österslättsskolan 



Does your organisation have a PIC/OID number? PIC/OID number Country

Yes E10145858 Czech Republic

Yes 949152276  Denmark

Yes E10161717 Sweden

Yes E10190423 Latvia

Yes E10167862 Sweden

Yes E10170805 Sweden

Yes 948364054 Croatia

Yes 921683137 Slovakia

Yes E10261074 Sweden

Yes E10247412 Sweden

No Croatia

Yes 901192566 Serbia

Yes E10172624 Sweden

Yes E10237435 Denmark

Yes E10188048 Sweden

Yes E10103077 Serbia

Yes E10312670 Sweden

No E10089167 Croatia

Yes 915682426 Germany

Yes E10051119 Sweden

Yes 943503093 Iceland

Yes 943008102 Iceland

Yes E10190601 Germany

Yes 921683137 Slovakia

Yes E10081965 Iceland

Yes E10144111 Latvia

Yes E10312804 Sweden

Yes 948421866 Sweden

Yes 910153717 Sweden

Yes E10204206 Germany

Yes E10202331 Sweden



City ZIP code Street Street number

Prague 12800 Dřevná 2

Skive 7800 HC Ørstedsvej 30

Skövde 541 80 Stationsgatan 3 3

Valmiera 4201 Vadu 3

Karlstad 65224 Tingvallagatan 6

Vänersborg 46235 Vänerparken 5

Koprivnica 48000 Trg Slobode 7

Other 02956 Špitál 967

Varberg 43280 Föreningsgatan 96

Other 193 31 Manfred Björquists Allé 8

Zagreb 10000 Frankopanska 26

Other 25233 Rusinska 63

Other 95731 Skolvägen 12

Slagelse 4200 Herrestræde 11

Göteborg 41664 Stampgatan 13

Kruševac 37000 Topličina 1

Stockholm 11137 Adolf Fredriks Kyrkogata 2

Zagreb 10000 Mlinarska cesta 34

Esslingen 73730 Steinbeisstraße 25 25

Stockholm 11344 Upplandsgatan 100

Other 8000 Tryggvagata 25

Hafnarfjörður 0220 Sólvangsvegur 4

Chemnitz 09111 Rathausstraße 7

Other 02956 Spital 967

Other 0240 Víkurbraut 56

Rēzekne LV-4600 Atbrīvošanas Aleja 56

Other 841 71 Fränstavägen 276

Eskilstuna 63186 Alva Myrdals gata 5

Ängelholm 26257 Gåsahalsvägen 20

Mettmann 40822 Koenneckestr. 25

Karlshamn 374 81 Erik Dahlbergsvägen 14 14



Website

www.aperio.cz

https://skivecollege.dk/

vgregion.se/naturbruk 

www.valmierastehnikums.lv

https://karlstad.se/tingvallagymnasiet/

https://kunskapsforbundet.se/

https://zszakamenne.edupage.org/

http://pederskrivareskola.se/templates/visa_start.php

sshl.se

www.ampeu.hr

www.petrokuzmjak.com

utbnord.se

www.vucklar.dk

www.samskolan.se

gimnazija.org.rs

innovitaskolan.se

www.mlinarska.hr

https://grundskola.stockholm/hitta-grundskola/grundskola/rodabergsskolan-f-9/

www.fsu.is

https://www.laekjarskoli.is/

https://fuu-sachsen.international/

zszakamenne.edupage.org

https://www.fiskt.is/

www.jirmv.lv

www.eskilstuna.se

https://skolor.engelholm.se/grundskolor/nyhemsskolan.html

www.berufskolleg-neandertal.de

https://osterslattsskolan.utb.karlshamn.se/
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Organiser NA

Swedish Council for Higher Education

Swedish Council for Higher Education
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SALTO E&T link
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Start date End date Venue country Venue city

25.04.2023 28.04.2023 Sweden Helsingborg
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Sending National Agency

Dum zahranicni spoluprace - Centre for International Cooperation in Education 

Danish Agency for Science and Higher Education

Swedish Council for Higher Education

Valsts izglītības attīstības aģentūra / State Education Development Agency

Swedish Council for Higher Education

Swedish Council for Higher Education

National Agency for Mobility and European Union Programmes

Slovak Academic Association for International Cooperation

Swedish Council for Higher Education

Swedish Council for Higher Education

National Agency for Mobility and European Union Programmes

Foundation Tempus

Swedish Council for Higher Education

Danish Agency for Science and Higher Education

Swedish Council for Higher Education

Foundation Tempus

Swedish Council for Higher Education

National Agency for Mobility and European Union Programmes

Nationale Agentur Bildung für Europa beim Bundesinstitut für Berufsbildung

Swedish Council for Higher Education

Landskrifstofa Erasmus+ The Icelandic Centre for Research

Landskrifstofa Erasmus+ The Icelandic Centre for Research

Nationale Agentur Bildung für Europa beim Bundesinstitut für Berufsbildung

Slovak Academic Association for International Cooperation

Landskrifstofa Erasmus+ The Icelandic Centre for Research

Valsts izglītības attīstības aģentūra / State Education Development Agency

Swedish Council for Higher Education

Swedish Council for Higher Education

Swedish Council for Higher Education

Nationale Agentur Bildung für Europa beim Bundesinstitut für Berufsbildung

Swedish Council for Higher Education



Please give a short summary of your professional background, interests and present role in your organization.

I studied psychology (MA, 1999) and social psychology (Ph.D., 2014) at Charles University, Prague. Since 2005 I have been active in the non-profit sector. Both my research and non-profit activities have focused on parenting and its critical stages, which could become either growth opportunities or traps, without adequate support. I am a member of the EurofamNet network where I am active in a workgroup focusing on evidence-based family support programs, using my experience in developing and evaluating educational programs for parents. I served as a chair and vice-chair of the Czech Women’s Lobby, advocating, e.g., for a woman-centered approach to maternity care, a better availability and quality of childcare for children under 3, and efficient support for divorced and single parents. I have served as a member of several government committees. I am an alumna of the Democracy Institute Leadership Academy at the Central European University in Budapest. Since 2016, I have been a director of Aperio, a leading NGO s

I\\\'m the international coordinator at Skive College, where we have just been accreditted in the field of voccational eduation. We are expanding or activities on the internatioanl level. Both in outgoing mobilities for staff and learners but also ingoing mobilites where we are hosting different courses for students from different schools.   My role is to work on expanding our activities and therefore we need to expand our network at Skive College.

I have an academic background in social and behavioural science (specialised in international relations) and for the past 12 years I have been working in programme development and project management. Between 2011-1018 I have worked in several countries in Europe and my main Erasmus+ experience has been within the Erasmus+ Youth programme. Since 2021 I have been working with the Eramsus+ VET programme at Naturbruksförvaltningen. I have very broad interests- i hold strong environmental values and work hard to meet my organisations environmental goals strategically, I am very interested in regional and EU policy, youth work, complexity and complex organisations, organisational change management and social, environmental, and behavioural change. 

I am the head of the Development Department at Valmiera Vocational Education and Training Center, I have 7 years of experience in implementing projects co-financed by Erasmus+ and other European Union programs. Since 2020, Valmiera Vocational Education and Training Center has received the status of an accredited organization, which opens up wider opportunities for project implementation.  When increasing the number of mobilities, we have to face a lack of quality cooperation partners (practice in providing mobilities). Most of the cooperation organizations are private organizations, but Valmiera VET center would like to expand the circle of cooperation partners specifically among professional education and higher education institutions. 

I am a teacher of English, Swedish and religion, and also the international coordinator at our school. I am interested in mobilities for our VET-students and job shadowing for the teacher and staff at our school. I am also interested in listening to other schools/organisations work and best practices in their international work and their work with their VET-students. 

I have a M.Sc in chemical engineering and a M.Ed for upper secondary school. I have 22 years experience as a teacher. My role in my organization is to teach general science, chemistry and mathematics at the level upper secondary school, for adult learners. And I also have a new role as a link between adult learning and our international coordinator. I have experience from a few international projects from upper secondary school with students in the age 16-19 year old. I know how positive response the student gave after these projects and want more staff and students to get the chance of doing the same.

I am working as full-time vocational teacher, and as school\\\'s Erasmus+ coordinator. It\\\'s been only one year since I took on projects, but I am amazed by benefits which Erasmus programmes give. I am working a lot with students with dissabilities and students with fewer opportunities so my interest is to include them in projects as much as possible. Also I would like to increase number and quality of incoming mobilities. 

I am vice-principal and coordinator of accredited program Erasmus+ KA120-SCH at our school. In past I was the co-coordinator of KA229 program in which 4 countries were participating. We are large school (900 kids, 76 teachers) close to the polish boarder and we do not have many opportunities to receive international cooperation. The nearest airport is Krakow (130km).

I am the coordinator for Peder Skriver\\\\\\\'s school. The school consists of five units with both university preparatory programs and vocational programs. In 2022, the school\\\\\\\'s university preparatory program became an accredited school within Erasmus+ and in 2023, the school\\\\\\\'s vocational program also became accredited within Erasmus+.  I have many years of experience working with developing the international work within the school system and have participated on several occasions on school trips, mainly with a focus on social sustainability, but also economic and environmental sustainability. In addition to my role as coordinator for Erasmus+, I am an overall pre-service teacher in internationalization as well as teaching teacher in psychology and Spanish. 

I have worked as a teacher of English and French for nearly thirty years at both compulsory school and upper secondary school.  Currently i am Head of the language department as such responsible for improving teaching methods.

I am an Expert Advisor at the Croatian National Agency (Agency for Mobility and EU Programmes) in the Department for Early and General Education and Care, which stands for School Sector.

I work in primary and secondary school, and currently I am on a position of headteacher, where I organize work in my school. One of the priorities is to include school into European projects. My school holds accreditation for general education. Beside primary and general high school education (gymnasium), my school provide vocational education in tourism. The field of my interest are innovation in education and my work has been awarded by Europeanschool net, Europeana, Microsoft-I was selected as one of the three hundred the most innovative Microsoft teachers in the world, Euroguidance, Epale, Serbian Center for Science Promotion, CEEPUS and Fulbright scholarship. I have also established an association that promotes education in rural areas and to vulnerable groups and created projects supported by Serbian Ministry of Education and Province Government.

I am starting my career in Erasmus+ coordinating and following with my college this event. I am learing to manage mobilities for students and for the staff. 

HF & VUC Klar has just been akkredited. I am projekt coordinator and have no experience with creating contacts with other international organisations

Teacher of French and English in a \\\"highschool\\\" (ages 13-19) in Gothenburg. Also new in the role as coordinator of International projects. We have a KA1-short term mobility project with France and Italy going and the school just got its accreditation for the coming period.

I\\\'m a math and computer science teacher in grammar school Gimnazija in Kruševac for 22 years. During that time I have participated, organized and/or coordinated various  extracuriculum activities, student exchanges and projects in my school. My students and I were participants in two Youth in Action projects \\\\\\\"Separate waste - it\\\\\\\'s for you!\\\\\\\" and \\\\\\\"Waste=Energy\\\\\\\" from 2013 til 2015. I have participated and coordinated two KA1 Erasmus+ projects: 2017/18  teaching assignements \\\\\\\"Heading to the graduation\\\\\\\", 2022/23 jobshadowing \\\\\\\"Innovative teaching methods and modern tehnology in school and online environment\\\\\\\", also I was a school coordinator in KA2 project \\\\\\\"YESSS\\\\\\\" from 2019/2023. For several years, I am also a team leader of School project team and from 2022 I am a team leader of Gimnazija\\\\\\\'s Erasmus+ team responsible for the acreditation of our school. I like to learn and make my teaching better, also like to meet new people and t

I have studied a dual international business degree in Sweden, England and Germany and started my professional career in the international marketing, luxury FMGC industry. Further on I have been a business consultant and also studied to become a real estate broker in Hong Kong supporting expatriate families on the move. After 20 years abroad I moved back to Sweden with my family and started working in the most valuable field there is - children´s education. I want to make a difference for every child/pupil that cross my path and for the last 8 years i devote my time doing just that. I want to give every child the best education there is to be prepared, for every future, and what it might behold. I am now an educated national school principal for children aged 5-16 years. I have developed in that role and also taken on to be working as a international strategist for 28 Innovitaskolor (schools)

Nursing school Mlinarska is an accredited institution for short-term mobility projects in the field of vocational education. I am the school coordinator for Erasmus+ programs. I participate in the programs together with the project team at our school. In 2019-2020, our school received the Erasmus+ Charter for Mobility in Vocational Education and Training.

Dear ladies and gentlemen,  I am a teacher at a vocational school in Esslingen with the subjects of Business studies, English and International Business Studies. I have been teaching at this school for two years and I have recently taken over the ERASMUS+ coordination with one of my colleagues.   I have a keen interest in international mobilities at our school. I believe that providing students with the opportunity to study and learn in other countries is an essential component of a well-rounded education, and that it can have a transformative impact on their personal and professional development.  My interest in international mobilities stems from several factors. First, I believe that it is crucial for students to have exposure to different cultures, languages, and ways of life. This exposure can broaden their horizons and help them to become more open-minded, empathetic, and tolerant individuals. Moreover, it can give them a better understanding of global issues, as well as new perspectives and insights th

I am a class teacher at Rödabergsskolan in lågstadiet and I am apart of thr Rasmus planning group innour school and I’lö be representing my school.

I´m special education teacher and have been teaching for 25 years. I started teaching in elementary school but have been teaching in college since 2009. My main subjects are special education (Icelandic, history, geography). I´m also teaching course for 1st year students in the school - the course is mix of different subjects (sociology, geography, natural science and some other).  My role in the school is teacher and I´ve also been taking part in few Erasmus projects. I was coordinator in one project. 

I myself lived in Sweden for 16 years. I have worked both in Sweden and in Iceland. I have worked with people of all ages. Has a bachelor degree in special/social education, master degree in leadership in the learning community and completes diploma in pedagogy / teacher education. I have worked a lot with the school organization and as a consultant at a consulting and diagnostic center. My position today is that I am the head of support services at Lækjarskóli. Have some experience in international cooperation. I have attended courses and conferences abroad and I think it is important to always be ready to learn something new and rewarding in my work.  I have also given a lecture and presentation at a conference here in Iceland.

We are a non-profit Gmbh in Chemnitz/ Saxony/Germany and have been working in the field of education and training on an international and national level for over 30 years. Internationally, we host between 100 to 200 participants from Europe every year and conduct internships and seminars on differentiated professional sectors. I, as Head of International Projects, coordinate and organize all mobilities in the host area. Since February 2023 we have received the accreditation in the VET area and now we also want to send our students abroad.

I am teacher in primary school, 1st class and I am helping coordinator of accredited program Erasmus+ KA120-SCH at our school. We are large school close to the polish boarder. We have not got many opportunities to receive international cooperation.

My present role in Icelandic College of Fisheries – A multi-tasking project manager responsible for institutional matters such as recognition as a college, -and of new curriculums. Quality matters and mobility of students and staff.  Professional background I hold a M.Sc. degree in OBTM/Organizational Behavior and Talent Management, my thesis was about work-life balance, and a B.Sc. degree in Business Administration. I thrive on learning new things. My two latest achievements are the Wim Hof method, introducing Ice baths and breathwork, and a certification in the equal-pay area, as an auditor of the ÍST85 standard to prevent direct or indirect discrimination.    My education and experience would be useful for this job however I think it is the character that matters the most. I believe I have a great mix of curiosity, stability, and experimentalism -always with a dash of joy which I find extremely important.     For the last decade I have worked on a managerial level, for the last four years I worked as a HR 

I am from Latvia and I am working for Janis Ivanovs Rezekne vocational music school as a project manager since 2014. My organization has Erasmus+ accreditation since 2020. I implement more than 10 various projects per year with the aim to organize master classes and to improve educational program, to organize professional training for students and teachers, to find new educational methods, to implement creative ideas such as music and arts festival, to involve students in city planning and spreading awareness on social responsibility. I am also working to improve cooperation between different sectors – non-governmental, vocational education and municipality to design successful cultural politics in the region.  

I have been a qualified teacher since 2011. I have been teaching in Sweden since 2016. Since undertaking international projects as a high school student, I have had a passion for international education and experiences. As a teacher, alongside this I have developed a key interest interest in inspiring pedagogy and assessment strategies. I am a full-time teacher at a high school (högstadiet) and have the role of Erasmus+ coordinator for the school. I will shortly be meeting with my municipality’s education administration about expanding this role more widely.

I was a language teacher for 23 years (secondary school), up until August, 2020. Throughout my career I have always been interested in working with schools in different countries.  I have organized student exchanges, been involved in Comenius and Erasmus+ partnerships (KA2) and cooperated with other teachers and their students from different parts of the world (iearn project and Classroom Skype sessions).   Since 2013 I have also been the international coordinator of the education department in our municipality, Eskilstuna, in Sweden.  I am in charge of Erasmus+ consortium projects for primary/ secondary schools and also for the upper secondary schools (VET).  I organize job shadowing activities for staff and VET internships for students.  I also organize our partner organizations’ visits/ training here as well as support the Eskilstuna schools in their international work.   Since I have enjoyed international projects and connections throughout my teaching career, working as an international coordinator for o

My name is Cecilia Stigborg Lindqvist. I am the Erasmus coordinator at Nyhemsskolan in Ängelholm. Nyhemsskolan has previously had two Erasmus projects, one Ka2 with an Italian school, and one Ka1 - job-shadowing project, for which we were awarded the EITA-award.  We are now an accredited organisation and we are preparing for our up-coming projects. We already have a partner school in France, but we are looking for more partners. Motivation, language development, inclusion and sustainability are our main interests. 

Sine 2018, I have been the coordinator of international activities (focus on Erasmus+) and member of the extended school management. I am committed into facilitating mobilities for learners and staff and promoting the European dialogue. I am passionate about providing opportunities for individuals to gain new experiences and develop their skills through international exchange programs. I am also highly interested in fostering a deeper understanding of cultural differences and similarities, and promoting cross-cultural learning and exchange. I believe that by facilitating these exchanges, you can contribute to creating a more inclusive and interconnected society, where individuals from different backgrounds can work together towards common goals.

I work as a socialworker at a school with pupils in the age of 13-17 years old. I have been working with comenius and Erasmusprojects since 2015 together with my colleague Marita Bergquist. I have been a coordinator in a project that started 2019 and ended 2022. Our school got an accreditation 2022.



What professional benefits do you hope to obtain from participating in this activity at personal level?

I hope to exchange experiences in leading an organization strongly focused on providing quality and evidence-based programs, increasing management and leadership skills, and gaining inspiration in promoting evidence-based teaching practices in working with families in my country. I also hope to learn more about how organizations of our size and type (small and middle-sized NGOs) manage to motivate their staff and find suitable mobility opportunities.

I hope to become a better international coordinator where I can spot the more oppurtunites to help my school in internatinalisation.

As previous short term Erasmus+ projects were more structured they had both pros and cons for organisations, depending on perspectives. For the more adaptable consortium members it was limiting, for the very structured ones it was good to have one plan and strict routines to adhere to. In the accreditation context we will have a lot more flexibility and a personal challenge for me will be to learn how to best bring everyone on board with the benefits of working according to a framework rather than previously stricter plans. I believe it will be beneficial to learn how more experienced organisations are tackling this challenge. This is not only beneficial for the Erasmus+ projects but can be widely applied, as we are increasingly dealing with more uncertainty in all areas of work, not just internationalisation. 

As I am responsible for Erasmus+ project planning, application preparation and project implementation at Valmiera VET center, I would like to meet reliable cooperation partners for the development of common ideas, high-quality preparation and implementation of the project application. Face-to-face meetings are the first step to understanding on a personal level with whom people share professional interests, values and work organization style. This is very essential for establishing a successful long-term cooperation.

I hope to get a lot of useful information about how other schools/organisations work and how they solve challenges that they are facing in connection to their international work. I also see it as a big benefit to be able to, once again after Corona, be in an international environment with people with the same interest as myself. I also see it as very important to meet people working in similar areas as myself and also hopefully meet other teachers of English and maybe find some partners connected to language cooperation between both students and teachers. 

Learn more about Erasmus projects. Finding schools to cooperate with, i.e make contacts with other organisations. Getting to know people, not just by name, is important for future collaborations.

I hope to obtain independence, entrepreneurship, strengthening interpersonal skills, strengthening communication skills, networking.

Personally, I hope to have opportunity to get new contacts for cooperation, to be involved in solving problems connected to EU quality standards and newertheless practise my English as well as gaining social skills. 

I look forward to meeting colleagues from Europe who work on international projects and making contacts privately and mainly finding future cooperation partners in Europe.

I would love to come into contact with people with different educational backgrounds as I firmly believe in copying best practises from diverse sources. I also wish to come into contact with representatives from different schools in other European countries in order to find partners to collaborate with on a long-term basis, preferably through a mix of digital and real world encounters.

I hope to learn more about accreditation from another perspective - the beneficiary one.

Since,  I work in rural minority school it is very important for students and teachers to participate in activities that would contribute improve education in my school and gain international experience. I hope that I meet other school representatives and develop future collaboration or simply get new ideas for my school projects. Hopefully, after the meeting, I would be able provide more opportunities for teachers and students in my school.

Contacts, new partners, experiences, learning new things from more experienced.

I hope to be inspired to creating contacts and I hope to get new ideas to projects around Europe

I hope to learn more about the accreditation system, e-twinning, and also to get to know and learn from colleagues from other parts of Europe.

I hope to improve my language skills, social and intercultural skills and my management skills. I would like to make a network with new colleagues. 

Until now, I have not thought about gaining any professional benefits for myself, though I very much enjoy the international arena. And I am very much looking forward to all new contacts, learning opportunities, languages and cultures. But at the end of the day I have taken on this new role/opportunity as I hope that my own background and international experience can help us (at Innovitaskolan and in europe) develop a strong networking for qualitative exchange and continue to practice our thoughts for innovative school education. 

Attending the seminar offers the possibility of creating new partnerships and sharing experience and examples of good practice. Continuous education is extremely important and contributes to better preparation, implementation of new knowledge in daily work, better team management and team education.

I hope to obtain various benefits at different levels:   1) Skill development: I hope to acquire new skills or knowledge that will enhance your professional expertise and make you more effective in my current coordination role of KA1 (maybe KA2) projects. 2) Career advancement: By developing new skills or knowledge, you may be able to pursue new opportunities within my school.  3) Networking: I wish to network with other ERAMUS coordinators internationally,  to build relationships and make new connections to provide students and colleagues with fruitful mobility experiences. 4) Confidence & personal growth: to gain a sense of accomplishment and personal growth.   I am sure that this seminar can provide me with experiences that are contributive at a personal and organizational level.  

I hope to be able to get ideas on how to involve our lågstadiet involved in Rasmus and possibly meet other future partners who has experience with this.

I hope I can make some connections with partners in other countries for my future job shadowing and other opportunities. I also hope to be better in working within the Erassmus acreditacion opportunities. 

A good way to get to know and share experiences and ways to get to know teaching and other things. Also to create new relationships and possible future partnerships. Wish to get this opportunity to connect and get more education that will be useful to me and others in the future.

We are new in the field of professional accreditation VET on the side of posting, so we are looking for new partners and suggestions to carry out accreditation in a high quality. We are explicitly looking for courses, job shadowing, expert invitation and mobility formats (internships, seminars) for our trainees at our 13 state accredited vocational schools.In addition, we are looking for exchange and networking. We would like to get to know good practical examples that we can then establish here.

I would like to gain new contacts for cooperation.

I was a Project Manager in ELVETE, a 4-year European project the company I used to work for took part in, so I have some experience in such work. However, I am adjusting to a different part of  mobility work, now I’m doing more organizational tasks, quality and reporting, as well as I could use a good connection to the network. 

This event will help me make the planning of Erasmus mobility projects  more strategic. New contact and partners, experience from another countries have a significant impact of the projects at my school institutional level.  TCA will  have a positive impact on my personal career development.  As a event participant I will get familiar with best practises, adapted workshops, discussion about inclusion in theory and practice as well as get possibilities to meet people and exchange information. It would also be useful to share common challenges and try to find solutions to the obstacles while implementing mobilities. Study visits in schools and organisations in Helsingborg, group discussions, information exchange for me also is a chance to improve language skills, gain self-confidence and independence and immerse myself in a Swedish culture and educational system. 

Through this course, I hope to develop a much more strategic approach to cooperation within Erasmus+. While previous and current projects have been somewhat ad hoc, I hope to build up both a network of contacts, and sustainable systems for the creation and maintaining of future projects. With my role hopefully broadening beyond school-based projects and cooperation, I hope to gain an insight into the other fields within Erasmus+ (VET, adult education and so on).

I hope to find out how other coordinators work and to learn from them, as well as sharing information about how I do things.  This concerns things like organizing trips, how to deal with implementation and dissemination etc.  I hope to make more connections in different countries which can be beneficial in my work.  I would like to be able to plan mobilities for next school year and long-term.  

To me, this would be an opportunity to learn about other cultures and school systems and, of course, to practice English.  It is also a chance to meet colleagues from other countries, share experiences and ideas. Making new acquaintances always makes us grow as persons and I am convinced that taking part in this event, would make me a better coordinator for Erasmus at Nyhemsskolan. 

1.	Professional development: Participating in this activities can help me develop new skills and knowledge.  2.	Personal growth: Engaging in this activities will  broaden my horizons, deepen my understanding of other cultures - and I can gain new perspectives, develop intercultural competencies, and broaden my worldview. 3.	Networking: the activity provides an opportunity to connect with other professionals from around the world, building long-lasting relationships with colleagues who share my interests and goals.  5.	Personal satisfaction: It will be an incredibly rewarding experience that allows me to make a positive impact on my students, my institution, and my cooperation partners. By sharing my experiences and knowledge, I can inspire others and contribute to the growth and development of the field. 

Learn more about the benefits with having an accreditation. Basically learn more about accreditation and what is expected from us.  



What professional benefits do you hope to obtain from participating in this activity at institutional and higher levels?

I hope to get to know organizations that might enhance our organizational experience by providing a shadowing or training opportunity in the area of education marketing, sustainable financing, and evidence-based methodology. I also believe this activity could enhance our impact on the well-being of parents and on the skills of service providers working with families.

To expand the network of Skive College and open up possiblites of new collaborations

Networking and contact making. Broadening our partnerships is one of the main strategic goals of our Internationalisation Plan, however the pandemic mostly limited our ability to meet potential new partners or simply gain new contacts abroad. Another benefit relates to theory and practice. We work a lot based on the theoretical frameworks of the Erasmus+ programme, but there are many good insights that we can gain from representation in the seminar that will relate more to the pratical management of projects.  

At the organizational level, I want to expand the circle of contacts both by telling about what has been done so far (dissemination of project results) and by addressing potential partners for further cooperation, while at the same time promoting the visibility of the Valmiera VET center at the international level. Thinking about the challenges, I would like to learn about the practice of other organizations (in the VET sector) in terms of funding administration, ensuring quality learning mobility and criteria for selecting and searching for new partners. Also, I would like to establish contacts for the organization of mobilities both within initial professional education programs and in the adult education sector.

I hope that I will get a lot of information that will benefit our school´s international work. I also hope to meet new partners which will lead to future cooperations connected to VET mobilities for students and job shadowing for teachers/staff. I also think it beneficial to be in work shops and doing study visits to be able to see best pratices which you can take with you to your own organisation. 

In finding suitable professional partners we will have good opportunities for international exchanges like visiting other schools, both staff and learners. I want to help my collegues find possibilities for international visits, collaborations, developing further competence, and also projects involving our adult learners.

I hope to obtain new collaborations, new partners, ideas for improving the quality of incoming and outgoing mobility based on examples of good practice. I also hope to to leave an impression of our school since we come from a small local area.

I would like to make partners for our accredited program and rise opportunities for successful claiming to our Erasmus+ objectives such as: 1/ sustainable development and environmental issues 2/ development of digital and language skills 3/ diversity in classes – equal opportunities for everyone. My highest ambition is to meet teachers who are willing to spend 2 months as experts at our school and I think the best opportunity is to meet in person.

I look forward to meeting colleagues from Europe who work on international projects and making contacts privately and mainly finding future cooperation partners in Europe.

As a whole the school can benefit from best practise examples, both as direct inspiration for all teachers\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\'  own work but also as the basis for discussions on what constitutes good teaching. Best practise examples can provide the basis for the work conducted on pedagogical inservice days.

I hope to obtain better understanding of beneficiary needs concerning the implementation of accredited projects. 

I hope that I learn about how to use accreditation efficiently. Also, I hope I learn that how to create learning activities that meet requirements of writing and applying for projects. The gained knowledge I would apply in my work and creating activities and writing projects.

I hope to bring new contacts and partners for future exchanges. Also new ideas and tips when comes to teaching adult students. 

We hope to qualify our projects and to find new partners around Europe

I hope to learn more about how to manage the role as a coordinator of international projects. This will benefit both me and my organisation.

I hope that I can find some new partner school for jobshadowing and teaching assignements activities for teachers, as well as students\' mobilities.

We educate children for tomorrow. We want them to be prepared for life, for the future. We have developed the skills to explain our philosophy: Explore, Innovate and Balance. We try to let our children benefit from education that is catching interest and focus on the learning connected to everyday situations (in Explore). After the children/pupils have gathered knowledge we want them to think out of the box, finding new ways and solutions to a problem in society (connected to Innovate). This can be big or small. And while we do that we need to make sure that we take care of ourselves for a long and healthy life, including both social and personal skills. And that is the Balance. In the education we include the 8 key competences that EU has decided is a right for every child and we work towards them every day in our teaching. With all children that we educate we have children from a very diverse social, economic and cultural background and we would like to give all children the opportunity to grow in an intern

As a coordinator, providing opportunities for new knowledge and connecting with colleagues from other countries contributes to the professionalization of the institution, additional education and motivation of other colleagues in the school to apply for the creation and initiation of new projects.

The seminar can provide me with a range of professional benefits. I am keen on...  1) Building institutional partnerships: Networking with other schools can provide me with opportunities to build institutional partnerships that can lead to collaborations, joint projects, and other mutually beneficial initiatives.  2) Sharing best practices: By interacting with colleagues from other schools, I can learn about their best practices and approaches. Sharing best practices and learning with and from others is my biggest objective for this seminar.  3) Developing a broader perspective: Interacting with colleagues from other schools will help me to develop a broader perspective on the educational ERASMUS+ landscape, including project ideas, challenges as well as opportunities.   Hence, my biggest objective for this seminar is to connect with other schools (learn with and from each other) and develop potential cooperation ideas. 

Expanding my network and meet like minded teachers and being able to bring this knowledge to my school.

I hope I bring back opportunities for my school both to the proffesionals and students.

Get ideas and possible new connections and collaborations with others in the education system in Europe.I believe that we can learn so much from each other, even though there are sometimes great cultural differences, it is almost always possible to adapt it to the culture of the country, the school system and more. Believe that it is important that we seek cooperation and education both in Iceland and abroad. for there are many who have a whole treasure that is important to share with others.

We are increasingly interested in developing further, but that can only be done together and by learning from each other. Exchange connects on so many levels, it creates it to look beyond the horizon and gain new experiences. We would like to use this knowledge to improve our institutional quality. The city of Chemnitz also cooperates in the European Solidarity Corps and Discover EU Inclusion. We would like to promote and market these programs as well, so that more participants, especially those with few opportunities, get a stage or have the chance to gain experience abroad. Suitable partners are even more important to us, because they have to adapt individually.

I would like to make partners for our accredited program.

Our institute has a long history (about one decade) of successful international cooperation, both regarding European and Nordic project participation, but now a change of generation is imminent, and it is very important to continue the good path.

This TCA event will increase the institutional capacity of Janis Ivanovs Rezekne vocational music school.  My school got accreditation but also got new challenges as budget management, another project life-cycle. This event will be a platform for me as a project manager not only to share the obstacles such as accreditation but also to find the opportunity to discuss solutions from best practices with another accreditation organization from EU. My professional impact for music school is a deep understanding how are Erasmus+ project things working. I would like to better  understand how to  increase impact and quality of my Erasmus+ projects for vocational school auditorium. And it would mean that my school project ideas better correlate with European countries educational policies and overall objectives. And, of course, new contacts and partners are very important for fresh and trendy project ideas.  For my organization is important to find partners in Scandinavian countries. And it would mean creating contact

As discussed above, I hope to widen the engagement with Erasmus+ within my municipality. I see this conference as an opportunity to gather knowledge, understanding and contacts within the different branches of Erasmus+ cooperation. As such, I aim for Ånge kommun to become one of the most internationally-engaged municipalities in Sweden.

I hope that our organization can make valuable connections with other organizations that have similar goals in their Erasmus+ plan.  I would like to find partners and start planning our mutual activities (job shadowing).   We can learn from others how to improve our work in the different stages of the project.   These connections will also be valuable in our dissemination processes since we can share our results with each other.   

First of all, I hope to be able to make new contacts for our future projects.  Secondly, I am convinced that having knowledge about other countries and cultures, makes you a better teacher.  Last but not least, I believe that the best way of developing ideas and projects, is by sharing experiences.   As I live very near Helsingborg, it is a wonderful chance to be able to be part of this event. I would also be happy to assist when it comes to \"navigating\" in Helsingborg.  

Being the Erasmus+ coordinator, participating in this seminar can provide me with valuable insights, best practices, and networking opportunities that I can bring back to my college. As the primary point of contact for Erasmus+ activities, I can use the knowledge and skills gained in the seminar to enhance the quality of the activities offered, identify new opportunities for participation, and create a culture of internationalization within the institution. I will share the knowledge and skills gained within the Erasmus+ team, improving the quality of project management and strengthening our network of international partners. The seminar’s expected results perfectly match:  •	Improving the management capacity of my college by learning from best practices and adapted workshops. •	Enhancing the quality and impact of your vocational education and training programs by incorporating new knowledge and approaches. •	Fostering partnerships and exchange opportunities with other organizations and countries that have st

That I get information with me from the education in how our school can work to full fill our objectives in a good way. Get ideas of how to work so the hole school, pupils and staff, develop thanks to the accreditation.  



●Please describe your role in your organization and your responsibilities for your organisations’ accreditation activities. You may elaborate your answer by emphasizing stages such as: selection of participants, preparation, logistics, finding suitable hosting organisations, relationships with consortium members, reporting, finances etc

I am the director, responsible for running of the organization and making or approving all decisions about mobilities. At the same time, I have a crucial role in setting the growth strategy and learning priorities of my organization. I communicate with hosting organizations (initiating contact with some of them), setting up the goals of the mobilities. I propose mobilities to my staff or approve their interest to participate in a mobility event. I set up the processes in preparation, logistics, and reporting of the activities.

I have the responsibility of all matters regarding to the Eramus+ program at Skive College. Everything from administrative tasks to expanding our network. I also present the Erasmus+ program to our students and motivate them to go on a mobility period. Furthermore, I continuously work on creating new opportunities for cooperation for Skive College, where I find suitable schools and companies to work with. I also make the annual budget for Erasmus+ mobilities at our school. Here I work closely with the educational managers to make sure that Erasmus+ program is fully incorporated into the daily routines at the school.

I work as a project manager, consortium coordinator and with developing the consortiums internationalisation activities (verksamhetsutvecklare internationalisering). My responsibilities include: facilitating the work of the internationalisation group (which consists of school coordinators), organising strategic planning meetings, building capacity, spreading information at all levels in the consortium (from teachers to school principals and other departments), writing applications, preparing budgets, budget allocation and monitoring, reporting, documentation, communication with international partners, I am also the main link between the accounting and communications department, attend webinars from the National Agency, and more. 

My responsibilities in Valmiera VET center are strategic planning, investment attraction, project planning, application preparation and project implementation (including selection of participants, preparation, logistics, finding suitable hosting organisations, relationships with consortium members, reporting, finances etc).

I am the international coordinator with the overall perspective of the international work at our school, for example  applications and administration work. I have also had my own international projects and will continue with that. I also, together with the teachers responsible for different projects, take part in election of participants, preparation reporting and such, but this we also do a lot together. I have also created a course on our learning platform where I will put the imporatnt links, documents and such, which we will use in our projetcs. This I have done to be able to get all the documentation gathered in one place, so it will be easily accessed to all involved in our international work at our school.  

I am a link between adult learning section and our organization´s international coordinator. I will mostly help in preparation, finding suitable hosting organizations, relationships between members.

I am school Erasmus coordinator so mostly I am either doing or supervising all the process: finding new partnerts, selection of participants (preparing documentation, evaluation of applications), contact with partner due to organisation of whole mobility, managing finances, disemination. 

Since I am the vice-principal and coordinator of all international projects, my role in organisation is not only writing and processing projects but also logistics, meetings with teachers, dissemination, preparation, selection of participants and finding hosting organisations. In our coordinating team we share the responsibilities according to actual needs. 

I am the coordinator for the school\\\\\\\'s project and participate in the process, support and help with what is needed, selection of participants, preparation, logistics, finding suitable hosting organisations, relationships with consortium members, reporting, finances etc *

I work as head of department in modern languages and have played an active part in bringing about the Erasmus accreditation for our school. Our initial mobility is to include a group of students of French who are to go to France not only to practise the language but also to discuss such matters as teaching (learning) methods and how to form a stronger sense of unity within Europe. For that initial project I will bear the main responsibility when it comes to all matters practical ( aided by a travel agent\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\'s and our financial officer)

/

I am a math teacher and I am Erasmus ambassador. Currently, I am on the headteacher position and I am organizing activities and school management. In the selecting process we are choosing students that having good results, but also we pay attention to include students from vulnerable groups and minorities. In our school there is a team for project application and teachers from this team organize preparation activities and logistics. Our school was taking part in several Erasmus projects and we are considered reliable partners. We had two projects of students mobility where students spent time in Greece and developed their competences in the field of tourism, and we had three Erasmus projects where teachers develop their competences in ecology, develop learning materials that connect math and art and developed learning strategies for introducing analogue game Logifaces to STEM subject. All activities were performed as planned and school got good marks at reporting. 

I am learing about the mobilties in Erasmus+ and in the future I am gonna be in charge of it. 

I attend difference stages in our projects, such as: preparation, logistics, finding suitable hosting organisations, reporting, finances

I\\\'m in charge of everything connected to the accreditation activities.

I am a math teacher and a team leader of Gimnazija\\\\\\\'s Erasmus+ team responsible for the acreditation of our school. I am responsible for finding suitable hosting organisation, relationship with partners, monitoring and reporting.

I am a school principal but have also taken on the role as an international strategist due to my personal background and expertise. The main reason  for that step, is that I want this and I believe in the force of international experience for personal development. Every one of our 28 Innovitaskolor has an international coordinator beside the principal and they all report to me. We are currently hiring a international administrator to help with the organisation such as logistics, reporting and finances etc. There is also an international department at Academedia AB to help us in gaining experience and move forward. I am in close contact with them.

My role as a school organizer consists of applying for international mobility programs. Together with the school director, project activities are planned for the school\\\'s students and teachers. We also plan to host partner institutions (this year we were the host school for the mobility project for schools from Slovakia and Germany). Other tasks as a coordinator are: planning and implementation of project activities, dissemination of project activities, preparation of reports. Planning and preparation of the financial report is shared with the director of the institution.

With a colleague of mine I am responsible for all activities associated with the accreditation activities. As we are just starting off various ERASMUS+ activities at our school it is strongly connected to our coordination roles.   Currently, our primary eye mark is on.. - Selection of participants: This may involve identifying and selecting suitable participants for accreditation activities, based on criteria such as experience, qualifications, and other relevant factors. - Organisation & Coordination: This involves working together with the principal, coordinating various projects and searching / identifying potential cooperation partners.) - Finances: This may involve managing budgets and finances for accreditation activities, ensuring that appropriate funding is secured and allocated effectively.  One could say, that at the moment our ERASMUS+ coordination team are all-rounders :)

I am apart of the Rasmus learning project at my school, responsible for thr lågstadiet. I am a class teacher.

I´ll be one the people to choose participants and plan what is suitabele/the best for the for our school. I´ll also be one of few that will do the reports. 

Work as the department manager of Support Services and is on the management team at the school. Has both planning the environment and projects for students with special needs or behavioural problems. I  work with students individually such as inside classes. Advise staff on the approach of teaching lessons

I am the head of international projects and have a small team here at fuu sachsen. I take care of organizing the mobility, finding suitable partners, contracts, budget requests and final reports. The detailed organization is done by my team, e.g. flights, accommodation, program creation, arrangements with our divisions, finding participants and interested parties.

I am teacher of the 1st class and I am the second coordinator at our Erasmus+ program. I am just beginner in this program and I am just learning.

I now take part in all the above mentioned activities, -maybe I have least to do with the finances both budgeting and preparation however are a part of my work. I’ve additionally been responsible for our application to become an accredited holder, which was approved this year.

As a project manager I have fully responsibility for school accreditation activities: -	Coordinate and monitor the implementation of the projects under Erasmus+ (selection of participants, practical preparation for visits, manage accommodation, travel, insurance etc.),  -	handle the logistics and all procedures of the projects; -	providing content and  practical support for mobilities participants; -	search and cooperate with suitable partners organizations, elaborate job-shadowing and professional visits program together with partners; -	evaluate the project progress and project outcomes in dialogs between the hosting and school, cooperating and providing support to other teams involved in the development, implementation and evaluation of Erasmus+ mobility projectt -	managing and implementing the project budget and financial reporting;  -	coordinate and organize meetings, conferences – project results dissemination for public inside and outside organization.   

I came to my current role with a number of years’ experience as internationalisation coordinator. I took this experience with me and have initiated Erasmus+ activities with my school. As per the specifics, I wrote the accreditation application and budget application. I will be heavily involved with participant selection with school management.  Assuming a successful application, I will use my experience to help participants with preparations and all logistical considerations as regards Erasmus+ projects.  I will be responsible for writing final reports. Finances will be managed in collaboration with the school administrator, and in the event of a widening of our accreditation, the municipal administration.

I coordinate our two accreditations.  For the primary/ secondary schools I provide information to the schools, send in budget applications, inform participants, make connections and plan with partner schools around Europe, handle documents and registrations, book trips, have meetings with participants before and after trips (evaluations), help with the planning of dissemination activities, participate in our steering group.  I will also send in the reports.   For our upper secondary VET programs I coordinate the project (send in budget application, handle documents and registrations, write reports etc).   I support the teachers of the different programs in their planning of student and staff mobilities.    

As mentioned earlier, I am the coordinator in charge of the Erasmus projects at our school. I am working closely with the head teachers as well as groups of teachers involved in the projects. I wrote the application with the help of my colleague Patrik Nyqvist and the two head teachers. Together we are also selecting the participants and prepare them for the project. I am also in charge of finding hosting organisations, through e-twinning, preparatory visits and former contacts. When it comes to the logistics, I and Patrik do most of the work, with the help of the participants. Our two head teachers are responsible for the finances, while Patrik and I write reports.   A part from working with Erasmus, I also teach swedish and spanish at Nyhemsskolan.

Being the Coordinator of International Activities, my tasks and duties include: •	Coordination and assumption of all responsibilities as project coordinator resulting from approved Erasmus+ projects, including budget, content, and documentation. •	Applying for and issuing the Europass Mobility document. •	Coordinating and implementing OLS language tests for learners. •	Entering all Erasmus+ participants (colleagues and learners) into the Benficiary Tool, which is the basis for calculating and claiming funding. •	Maintaining data in OID, Beneficiary Tool, contract documents, etc. •	Coordinating the transfer of funds to the participants. •	Drawing up and concluding contracts and learning agreements with all participants and project partners. •	Checking compliance with all agreements/obligations of the project participants, and archiving relevant documents. •	Contact person for NaBIBB/KMK PAD - submission of project proposals, requests for funding, project changes, creation of final reports • Contact person for 

It is me, my partner and the schools principal that work with everything that as to do with dissections connected to the accreditation. We come up with ideas, collect students to work with, talk to teachers about being part in different projects, contact partners from other countries, write applications and reports, contact media, spread the projects, work with the budget etc.



●What are the main challenges your organisation faced during the implementation of accreditation project (please do not include technical IT issues in your comment which are not relevant to the theme of this event.)? 

Finding and selecting high-quality training activities; organizational - finding dates that would fit both sending and receiving needs of my organization; motivating our staff to participate.

We are still relatively new to be accredited and therefore we are still working with procedures to smoothen the daily operations at the school.  Internally at the school we still have the problem of acknowledgement which means that several staff members still don’t know about the possibilities in the Erasmus+ program and is having trouble seeing the benefits. 

We are a newly accredited organisation, however here are some challenges we have faced in the planning stage and the current short term project:  - difficult to meet all relevant actors at once, especially within the internationalisation group as the teachers can have different teaching timetables. (consortium challenge, keeping track of the bigger picture and sharing and supporting each other, agreeing on common goals) -While everyone is happy to take part in Erasmus+ and offer international mobilities to students and staff, internationalisation is not always prioritised at the school management levels- which means that teachers often have to work extra time to implement the activities.  - shortage of VET staff overall, and high levels of burnout among teachers means staff get trained, gained experience and then leave (sick leave or changing jobs).  - we have to say a lot of no to a lot of enthusiasm for internationalisation- a lot of interest exists but for study trips, which is not an eligible activity.  A

Quality providers of learning experiences (internships). As mentioned before - most of the cooperation organizations are private organizations, but Valmiera VET center would like to expand the circle of cooperation partners specifically among professional education and higher education institutions.

The main challanges we have been facing has been Corona and due to Corona we had to end some of our projects earlier than planned. Sometimes it has also been challenging to find suitable partners, but hopefully this will be easier when we have the opportunity to meet people from different countries and form cooperations. 

We have mobility activities involving our vocational adult staff and learners, but want to extend this to our other adult education areas. 

Finding a partner which can accept bigger group of students (more than 12 at one time) and different occupations of students. Selection of students which is equal for all (we have 3 years and 4 years programmes, so selection is not the same for them). Better disemination. Hard to attract new partners for all of our occupation. 

For us the main challenge is to find suitable partners for our accredited program because we are not school situated by the sea or in the capital so we are not attractive for partners. However our school can offer many benefits, we are close to UNESCO sites, west side of popular mountain range High Tatras or beautiful Orava Castle or ice caves.

Our main challenge right now is to find cooperation partners in Europe. 

As we are novices in this field we have not as yet faced any challenges.

/

The thing is that we are small minority school in rural area and we are facing problems such as finding reliable hosting institution, planning activities for students, since general education might be slightly less popular as vet education. Also, in rural area there are less opportunists for logistic organisation. We also got recommendation from NA to work on accreditation goals and improve them.

We have difficulty finding suitable placements for our adult students. We have good contacts with our partners but theit partner companies have some issues or problems with internships for adult students. 

Finding relevant hosting organisations

We just applied for our first budget, so we have not really started to implement the activities yet, what we will be able to do very much depends on the budget. 

We will start implementation of accreditation project in June this year, so we didn\\\'t face any challenges yet.

We are 28 schools in our consortium, spread all over Sweden and children aged between 1-16 years. We educate a large number of children every day (approx. 10.000) and we have to plan who, when, how and where very carefully. We need to go forward with caution to gain the best possible quality for our pupils but also for the pupils we develop exchange with. I would say that moving slow is our main challenge as we are so \\\"hungry\\\" and we want so much. We strive to give our children the best possible start in life, and we want to move on now.

The challenges in the work are finding good and quality partner institutions, because the realization of the goals and outcomes of the projects is related to hospitals or other health institutions. Also, sometimes difficulties are connected with the dissemination of the project, and related to the media...

Our main challenges are to find and identify potential partnership possibilities and to have adequate space for exchange and learning with and from each other. Through participation in this seminar, we hope to address these challenges by networking with colleagues from other schools and learning about their best practices and approaches. We also hope to have ample opportunity for dialogue and exchange, sharing our own experiences and challenges while also gaining insights and perspectives from others. By doing so, we aim to build strong and productive partnerships that will benefit our institution and help us to advance our goals.  In addition, we have found that it can be challenging to identify what is possible with ERASMUS, and how to navigate the various options and requirements of the program. We hope that participation in this seminar will provide us with greater clarity and understanding of how to leverage the opportunities offered by ERASMUS and other programs, and how to make the most of these opport

The main challenges currently is how to involve the lågstadiet and lack of experience.

We´re taking first steps in those kind of projects. One of the challenges will be to figure out what people of staff and students to send in projects. 

We are new in the program , but we are in partnership with two schools in Sweden. The co-operation is further advanced in one project than the other. We are very excited about international collaboration and this project. Because we can learn so much from each other.

Coordinating with the divisions and finding common goals has been a challenge. We thought about it for a long time and worked out goals together that are relevant to vocational training and also important for us as a company. Furthermore, in the accreditation process it was difficult to describe concretely how the implementation will take place, i.e. it is described theoretically, but the implementation will now only take place from 01.06.2023 and there will be new challenges.

For us the main challenge is to find partners for our accredited program because our school is not situated in the city or town and I think we are not interesting for another. 

The main challenges were the small size of our organization. We do not have a big number of staff working in the field of international projects; however we have shown ourselves to be a valued partner and we have managed successful contribution. 

The main challenges during implementation of my accreditation project are following: -	Choose the partners who are dealing with music matters; -	How to manage project budget according project circle; -	 Evaluation of learning outcomes (criteria, format, procedures); -	Communication with colleagues from another culture or line of work; -	carry out high quality mobility projects, -	how to form quality partnerships while developing my school internationalization strategy. 

We as a school are newly accredited. As such we have not encountered any issues as yet: we appreciated the streamlined budget application application procedure. Our application for accreditation was completed on a very short timescale.

Due to the pandemic, many of our trips were cancelled last spring and had to be done during the autumn, together with the ones already planned.  As a result, we had too many trips and my work load was horrific. It was very difficult to keep up with everything, but some how we managed.  After that, we decided that we need to be much clearer on roles and responsibilities, and to have a reasonable number of participants.    Also, we have had some difficulties in how to take care of all the good insights, results, best practices from the job shadowing, and how to disseminate the results in a good and effective way, but this will be improved during the spring.  

I would say that the main challenge is to make sure everyone is included and that all the teachers have the possibility to come up with ideas for the projects. As sustainability is very important to our school, and me personally, we are trying to find partner schools in nearby countries. At the same time as we want to experience something different from our own culture and our own school. This is definitely a challenge.

Identifying the need for mobility is a challenge that is faced in some cases. For example, the interest of learners may decrease in certain years, and during short school terms, teachers may be occupied with what they perceive to be more pressing tasks, which makes participation difficult. Despite the full support of school management for all Erasmus activities, it requires a lot of persistence to permanently integrate these activities into the school\\\\\\\'s development plan, as other issues tend to be prioritized. Additionally, disseminating the results of these activities is an ongoing challenge. Unclear objectives may contribute to this challenge, but limited capacities and unfortunately, the lack of commitment from participants are the primary reasons.

We haven\\\'t really faced any problems yes since we have been working with ongoing projects in the beginning of the period. We have called our agency when we have had questions about budget, green traveling. Not any big questions so far.



●What kind of mobility activities did/will your organisation perform with how many participants? Which economic sectors are your participants from (tourism, mechanics, health, automotive, electronics, IT, finance, etc.)?

Mobility types: shadowing - 5 participants, training - 6 participants, hosting an expert - 2 participants Economic sectors: they are all employees of my organization, or in the case of hosting an expert, employees of the partner.

We have mainly worked with short term mobilities, where students visit a school or company for 2-3 weeks. Some travel as a group and others travel as individuals. We have several fields of study who participate in mobiliites. Mainly business, carpentry, joiners, electricians, and tool makers. We would like to expand this all of our fields of study 

In current and previous short term projects we have had student traineeships (short term) and jobb shadowing for staff. The current short term project will have around 50 participants. In the previous project (pre-corona) we had around 70.  Agriculture, forestry, equestrian education and outdoor tourism, 

 Valmiera VET center is willing to work more actively not only as a sending organization (approx. 100 students per year), but also as a receiving organization (approx. 40 students per year), both in the provision of initial professional education programs and in the field of adult training. Valmiera VET center provide education in study fields as Mechanics and metalwork, Mechatronics, Accounting, IT Programing, Logistics and food production.

We have applied for 24 student mobilities and 6 teacher/staff mobilities for each of our 2 first years of the accreditation. We have students from the Sales- and Customer Service programme, the Hotel- and Tourist programme, the Restaurant programme and the Health Care program and we cooperate with companies in these areas. 

These are our current mobility activities: Ackreditering inom Erasmus+ yrkesutbildning i konsortium: 2021-1-SE01-KA120-VET[1]000045140 (Egen) Ackreditering inom Erasmus+ yrkesutbildning i konsortium: 2020-1-SE01-KA120-VET-092543 (Partner till Wesum) Ackreditering inom Erasmus+ skola i konsortium:  2021-1-SE01-KA120-SCH-000047209 (Partner till Vbg:s kommun.)

Our school is doing Erasmus+ projects for 14 years and with each year, we increase number of participants. At Erasmus+ 2023 call, we applied 80 participants for short-term mobilities. We want to send students at 3 weeks long mobility. Students are from IT, electronics, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, building, nutrition, catering, automotive, and group od students with dissabilities. 

In May 2022, we were hosting participants from 4 countries - 8 teachers and 24 students - education sector. With accreditation program we plan two preparation visits - 4 teachers, 2 job-shadowings - 6-8 teachers, courses - 8 teachers, student mobilities - 18 students and 6 teachers for the year 2023-24. All our participants are from education sector, students and teachers from Pre-school, primary and secondary school. 

Vocational programs: 67 participants, mainly students who will go and practice abroad and with a focus on sustainability. The programs involved are Construction, Plumbing, Care and Care, Administration and Service, Restaurant, Hotel and the special school.  Within the school: approx. 330 students who, together with their classes, go to collaborate with another school in Europe, also here mainly with a focus on sustainability. The programs involved are: social sciences, economics, natural sciences Job shadowing + course for teachers of Spanish and mathematics, a total of approx. 20 teacher mobilities.

The school has participated in two Erasmus projects organised by other partners. Now we strive to start our own, to begin with focused on living conditions, learning and inclusion, and the study of Europe through the glasses of  political studies. We aim to start small and gradually increase the number of students to around 80 per year.  The participants are all related to the school domain.

/

Student mobility up to 15 students and staff mobility, such as job shadowing. Our participants are in general education (gymnasium) and we are organizing activities such as improving their competences in IT, entrepreneurship, sustainable goals. In the field of vet education we are working on developing students competences in the field of tourism, such as organizing events, working in the hotels, touristic companies etc. 

We plan to carry out interships for 10 students and job shadowing  for 20 staff. Our sectors are health, restaurant, house building, vehicle mechanic, electrician and IT.

Courses and jobshadowing - about 45 students and 12 staff a year. 

We have applied for student mobilities, job shadowing and also courses for staff. Our mobilities will mainly focus on the learning of languages and intercultural competences. 

Plan is to include 20 students/learners in mobilities, small group student exchanges, and 8 teachers for jobshadowing activities and courses.

We plan to start with education, courses and networking for schoolleaders in the fall of 2023. Move on to planning exchange and some job shadowing for skilled teachers. And finally we start with mobility exchange for pupils. We are planning a small number during year 1 but in year 5 we would like to have a mobility of approx. 800 pupils. At the same time we will progress a digital exchange to build network.

Nursing school Mlinarska conducts short-term mobility programs for about 25 students and Job Shadowing for 2 teachers in the field of Vocational Education, health sector.

JFK school will perform various activities - individual as well as group mobilities.  1) Group mobility of VET learners at Malta (14 days) - Interactive workshop at Malta on the topic of \\\"how to build a start-up\\\" (SHARK TANK concept) including company visits and mini internships (hourly basis). 20 participants at the age of 16-19. Business High School with primary subjects of business and administration / economics.  2) Group mobility of VET learners at Rouen (France, 14 days) - Development of a partnership in the area of practice firms (ÜFA). 15 participants at the age of 16-19.  3) Individual mobilities of VET learners at Valencia (Spain, 14 days) - Individual development of students. 3-4 students in the area of business administration (full time college) 4) Individual mobilities of VET learners at various places (14 - 70 days) - Students of apprenticeships in the area of industrial and wholesale and management clerks participating in individual mobilities abroad.  5) Individual mobilities of teachers

We are from the educational side.

Short term, job shadowing and courses. 15 members of staff and 18 students in the first year. Economics sectors in our school: nurs assistans, carpentry, electric, gardening, hairdressing, metal work and more.

One of our collaborations is whit Runbackaskolan and we are planning a retreat right now. Assignments, students: Presentation of country, city, school and all participants (movie?) online assignment Live meeting one (show and tell) Online assignment Live meeting two (show and tell) We are working with culture and with Universal Design for Learning (UDL) gives all students an equal opportunity to succeed. This approach to teaching and learning offers flexibility in the ways students access material and show what they know. UDL also looks for different ways to keep students motivated. The methodology covers all students, supports inclusive schools and promotes greater equality. It is considered that the obstacles are in the environment and not in the student. With UDL as a guide, the aim is to better meet the needs, development and abilities of students, which hopefully results in better well-being and academic results. Emphasis is placed on involving students in their own learning, that they are aware of their

We decided to do staff and participant mobilities. Furthermore, we are convinced of the expert invitation. We have now planned in the budget request 55 participants (students/trainees), 6 erasmus pro, 25 staff and 4 expert invitations with the implementation from 01.06.2023 to 31.08.2024. The participants (staff/trainees/students) come from the fields of business, kindergarten teachers, practical instructors in care facilities, warehouses, motor vehicles, home economics, vocational high school, gastronomy and occasionally construction/painting and sales.

Last school year we were hosting participations from 4 countries.  We plan two preparation visits for teachers, job-shadowing and student mobillities. All our participants are from education sector, students and teachers from Pre-school, primary and secondary school.

The Icelandic College of Fisheries has an extensive and history of successful cooperation with a network of similar schools in Nordic countries and other parts of Europe. It e.g., has been an important part of the Fish technology studies that during the study period, visits are made to other VET institutions and companies related to the fishing industry which the school considers an important part of the study.  Each Fish Technology group has taken one or two study tours abroad in collaboration with our partner schools in Denmark, Norway, and Portugal. These trips have received funding from Erasmus+ Mobility activities.  The school has taken part in numerous European projects over the years and has a strong network in Europe as well as the Nordic countries.   The last Mobility funded study and training trip took place last spring after a long break due to Covid19.   The school is currently participating in a four-year CoVE (Centres of Vocational Excellence) project related to aquaculture. It is also nice to r

Janis Ivanovs Rezekne vocational music school perform Erasmus+  vocational education and training KA121 short time mobilities (10 days for teachers and 14 days for students). The participant  completed the following activities  during their mobility activity -  job-shadowing, professional visits to music school, training, visits to music rehearsal and performance. During the year i 10-12 participants are involved  in mobility activities. Mobilities participants are from creative industry sector - music.

Our colleagues have been incredibly positive and excited about the opportunities offered under Erasmus+. As such we have applied for funding for 27 professional development courses for teachers and school staff. In the future, we as a school plan to broaden our projects to also include student exchanges, study-abroad opportunities for students, and so on. If I we are successful in broadening Erasmus+ engagement within the municipality, there will be a significantly increased number taking part, and in a number of different ways.

Primary/ secondary schools – this school year: Job shadowing: 66 (+ 22 planned this term) Courses: 7  Next year we will continue with approximately 50 job shadowing mobilities, and 3 group mobilities (students)  Upper secondary VET programs – this school year  (Hotel/ tourism, Childcare, Retail/ Service programs, Construction) Student mobility:  9 (+ 8 more planned this term) Job shadowing: 0 (10 planned for later this spring) Courses: 1 (5 more planned this spring)  Next school year: Same activities, but a higher number of students.  Also, more programs will participate (Restaurant, Industry).    

In the past we had a Ka1 job shadowing project, where we sent teachers in groups of 5-10, to four different schools that had an interesting approach when it comes to motivation, which was our main focus.   We also had a Ka2 project where a group of 20 Swedish students had a project about IoPat (Internet of People and Things) with a group of Italian students. We had quite a few on-line activities, and the Italian group came to visit us. Unfortunately, we did not get the chance to visit Italy with our group due to covid-19.   Right now we have started a project with a French school, and in two weeks, a class from Épernay will come and visit us. The project is about sustainability and it will continue during next year, when we hope to be able to visit France. We have made a lot of preparations through on-line activities, which have been very useful.  In the future we are planning to continue our project about sustainability and the exchange with France, once a year. On top of that we will also do job shadowing w

2022/23 22 short-term mobilities of learners (art/design, social studies (childcare/nursery teacher), inclusive vocational education) 12 staff mobility (2 preparatory visits, 4 Job Shadowing, 6 structured courses) 1 Small Scale Partnership (business and administration)  2023/24 42 short-term mobilities of learners (art/design, social studies (childcare/nursery teacher), inclusive vocational education, business & administration) 13 staff mobility (4 preparatory visits, 4 Job Shadowing, 5 structured courses) 1 Small Scale Partnership (business and administration)

We are a school. We have had mobilities with other schools were focus in the different projects have been sustainability, digital tools and recycling.



●Did you find any solutions to overcome the obstacles and make it possible for the participants to perform qualified mobility periods abroad? If so, could you please provide some details? (Remember, to be a participant in this meeting, it is not compulsory to be an experienced person and/or implement best practices.) Do you want to share your best practice models with the audience? 

It is our first year as an accredited organization now. We would love to hear about the good practice of others, both in motivating their staff and finding suitable mobilities for them.

I don\\\'t have anything to share

There are many we try to test and develop, but something that has worked very well in the past has been to connect the students with their traineeship places and arranging Q&As on video calls/teams. Students get to interview  the traineeship place they will do and ask what is expected, more concretely what tasks they will do, how a day looks like at the place, learn more about their host family if that is the case.  Another best practice was to give template questions for the cover letter and put a greater emphasis on purpose/the reasons why they want to go abroad. When students take time and reflect and write more about the purpose of going abroad they are more resilient and able to overcome challenges with a positive mindset. 

Clear and regular communication is key for successful cooperation (in written and on-line meeting form). In face-to-face work sessions, partners can familiarize each other with the profile and capacity of other educational institutions in detail and discuss opportunities for cooperation.  If there is an issue during mobility activity, it is crucial that all involved parties are problem solving oriented and responsive.

We have had quite a few students doing mobilities abroad over the years that we have been active in internatinal work at our school and most of the mobilities have been successful. 

I want to participate to learn and make connections.

We always think that we can improve quality of mobilities but I believe we improved motivation of students. Sometimes in 1st grade they ask us when will they have a chance to be in a project (they already know we are very active in Erasmus). We find that pleasing.  When we want to send whole class of students to mobility, we split them in smaller groups and send them in different time even though we would like to send them all in the same time. 

We don\\\'t have experience in this field.

We are at the start of the school\\\\\\\'s international project. There is a long experience, mainly in the vocational programs, of successful and long-term projects that we are now taking up again. For example, Restaurant, special school and hotel cooperate within the school and have an exchange with Austria restaurant and hotel school.

As we are beginners we will aim to avoid obstacles by learning from other people\\\\\\\'s experience.

/

Our students were two years in the row at the mobility in  Greece where they developed competences in the field of tourism. It was a great experience for students and they have visited hotels and touristic organizations. The final report of the first activity was marked as a very successful.  Also, due to cooperation with Serbian Commerce Chamber our students visited Poland, France and Spain and also performed practice in the field of tourism. 

I have not enough experience to have an opinion. 

No

I have no experience to share yet.

Fortunatelly, we didn\\\'t have any major problems in previous projects. But, good planning and preparation usualy can prevent most of the obstacles.

We are just getting started and momentarily we are discussing obstacles only in theory. I would therefore very much appreciate to be a part of the summit to be able to speak with experienced colleagues that plan the same. We can discuss and overcome.  I also have discussions with out international department to avoid the worst obstacles and mistakes when moving forward.

During the implementation of the mobility project, we encounter problems in implementation, but with good planning, the possibility of unpredictable situations and problems are reduced. In the case of emergency situations, we act in accordance with the recommendations of the National Agency. He would be very happy to share his examples of good practice and to hear others, because this is the best way to share experience.

We are just starting off our ERASMUS projects, but over the last couple of weeks, we have gained a great deal of knowledge and insight into the program. We have been actively networking with other ERASMUS coordinators and have learned a lot about their experiences and best practices. As a result, we feel much better equipped to navigate the program and to make the most of the opportunities it offers.  I would be very happy to share any knowledge that I have gained with others who are just starting out with ERASMUS. I know that the program can be challenging to navigate, and that it can be difficult to know where to start. However, by sharing our experiences and insights, we can all benefit and learn from each other. I believe that this kind of collaboration and knowledge-sharing is essential to the success of the program, and I am committed to doing my part to help others achieve their goals and make the most of their ERASMUS projects.

This is my first time involved in this kind of activity. Our school only recently got accredited.

I don´t have that excperince so can´t tell.

We are new to the project and we are just starting our first collaboration now. We are very excited about our work and open to ongoing projects and collaborations in the future. UDL has been of great use to our school as we have a diverse student group due to disability, culture and more. For example, we have fidget toys extended in all the letters of the school so that students can use it to gain further concentration to name a few.

We have not yet carried out any mobility due to the accreditation in February this year, so we cannot make any concrete statement on this.

We don\\\'t have experience in this field.

We haven’t faced any great obstacles other than the one we all faced in the Covid19 period. We are located on an island so all mobility periods must be carefully planned to focus on how to get to and forth. So, our biggest obstacles are mostly travel and logistics.  I have only recently taken on the role to organize mobility matters and I really hope that I can at least partly fill my predecessor’s steps, I think that if I will be lucky enough to be invited to the upcoming event in Helsingborg, Sweden it would be more valuable for me to listen to the more experienced participants. I can share best practice when I’ve acquired more experience myself. 

I hope my school Erasmus+ projects for participants perform possibilities to feel music life and music education outside typical situation. These practices help educators cope with the challenges of developing new approaches to instrument play, modern repertoire selection, ensuring collaboration between school and the music labour market, career guidance in performing arts, and introduction novel approach to classical and modern music education. Mobilities provide teachers with the guidance skills to offer young people and provide practical methods for this work. This improve students\\\' preparedness for the job market in the field of music. The mobilities facilitate school participation in international music competitions and events, and will enhance the attractiveness and modernity of existing educational programs, which is essential for the development of a modern music product in the future. I hope that all  Erasmus+ projects are closely related to school  goals of becoming the best music education train

My current school is newly accredited. In my previous job, however, I built up some experience in using the School Education Platform to find highly-rated courses from experienced course providers.

Due to the high number of trips and participants, it has been beneficial to create templates, routines and clear instructions, as well as Excel-files with “to do -information” in order to keep track of everything. We also use Teams as a collaboration surface, which helps.   I have on-line meetings with hosts and participants before the trip, in order for them to get acquainted and to discuss the planning of the visit.  This is very beneficial.    Feedback from the participants indicate that they are very pleased with the planning and organization of the activities, and that it has been valuable experiences.  I am willing to share my experience in group discussions.   

Nothing in particular to share.

It seems that there are potential challenges that may arise when we complete our final report, but if we remain adaptable and persistent, we can overcome many of them. In other words, there may be difficulties ahead, but we can navigate them by being open-minded and determined.

I don\\\'t want to share my experiences with a big audience. With worried student have we let them stay at the hotel with teachers and the other students in host families. 



●Does your organisation have relations with the labour market? If so, please describe the level of this relationship.  (This event also aims to create an opportunity for future mobilities and exchange participants with sustainable accreditations and more internationalized VET providers.) 

Among others, we provide learning and development programmes aimed at increasing the participation of single parents in the labour market, especially in sustainable jobs with good career opportunities. The programmes motivate them, empower them and help them to succeed at job interviews, as well as find a good work-life balance arrangement. We regularly see a significant positive impact of these programmes on the career success and satisfaction of our learners.

To a high extend. At Skive College we have a close collaboration with the companies in Denmark. The companies participate in the development of our educational fields where they design the curriculum in collaboration with Skive College.

Yes, our students have a compulsory traineeship module embedded in their course, which means we have access to large pool of businesses in the green sector. 

My organization offer modern education what meets requirements and trends of labor market. Our goal is to use the latest digital technology to engage students in new and innovative ways and enable academic staff to better facilitate learning. We closely cooperate with labor associations, there we receive recommendations and support for development on new educational programs, equipment pursue etc. 

We ave a strong relation to the labour market as our students do a lot of work placement when they attend our VET-programmes at our school. A lot of our students get summer jobs at their work placements and many of them also get their first job after graduation at a former work placement. We also have a group of company managers coming to our school two to three times a years discussing how we can make our students more employable for the labour maket etc. 

Our vocational education in our organization need to have regular meetings with representatives from the labour market, in order to know what skills companies want from our learners. Our vocational learners also have short internships at different companies during their education.

Yes, our school is working with local companies because students do practice at their workshops. When students go to mobility, their bosses recognize and accept practice during Erasmus. Also, when we have incoming mobilities, we send those participants at local workshops for few days or more (depends on partner). 

We are school that provides teacher trainings for future teachers.

Our school has a close collaboration with the business community in Varberg municipality, both in the vocational and school sectors.

Our school offers the IB Career Related Program focused on hospitality. The students within that program work at local hotels once a week. They have also been collaborating to some extent with Swiss hospitality schools.

No.

Yes, we have a team for career counseling in our school and we work with students in senior classes on choosing their future careers. We have been awarded with honors by Euroguidance national network for creating activities in supporting girls to chose future careers in the field that are not considered suitable for girls. We also work with organization that provide career counseling. In general, in Serbia the labour  market is not very well connected, so during the mobilities students have an opportunity to learn about future jobs. 

Our contacts with working life are by workplace-based learning for students. Most of the contacts are in the local area. 

No

no.

My school do not have relations of any relevance with the labour market because our students goes to the universities after finishing school.

We have contacts in the labour market connected to our Innovitaskills (explore, innovate and balance) but we educate young children and therefore we do not have specific contacts for work experience and practical training on the job.

Nursing school is a school that would achieve learning outcomes provided by the National Curriculum in constant contact with labour market. Our students conduct daily exercises at the Clinical Departments of hospitals, kindergartens, homes for the elderly, and primary health care institutions. As an proffesion in deficit not only in Croatia, but also in Europe, Mobility programs provide new knowledge and experiences to students, and they become recognizable as such on the labor market throughout Europe.

As we offer various dual-training apprenticeships at our school, we have developed a fruitful landscape of cooperation partners at the labour market. Our close collaboration with companies in various sectors has allowed us to build strong and productive partnerships that benefit both our institution and our industry partners.   Our school is committed to maintaining good relationships with our international partners, and we have taken steps to ensure that we can offer valuable experiences for Erasmus students from abroad. We have arranged for internship spaces and other learning opportunities that allow these students to gain valuable experience in our local industries and to learn about our culture and way of life. We believe that these partnerships are essential to the success of our program and are committed to fostering these relationships and making the most of the opportunities they offer. We assume that ERASMUS+ is a give and take program and we would love to give students from abroad the chance to per

We are a public school within Stockholm Stad. Our only other contact could possibly be with our other local schools.

The relation to the labour market is most like students visit companies and get info about there work. We don´t have the type of relation to companies so we can send students to work there (the weeks the have to full fill to become masters in their vocational study). 

We have got something called an inherja. There is also cooperation between the school and the labour market.  Where students who thrive in academic studies can apply for longer  or shorter periods of time in connection with professional work life. 

We work with amount 500 companies toghether, and with chambers and office per example Bundesagentur für Arbeit. We have a good relationship to this organisations and companies. We send trainees for internships and work. We integrated them in our trainingship and respond to changes in the labor and training market

We don\\\'t have.

The Icelandic College of Fisheries (ICF) was founded to bridge a gap in the labor market in the Country. We had various studies regarding ship management and engine control. Also, a selection of studies was provided at university level regarding engineering and food science but there was a gap in the studies at VET level and we have from the beginning designed the curriculum at the ICF in close collaboration with companies in each of the sectors we address. All our curriculums have combined studies at school and study periods at a workplace and we are closely collaborating with companies in the sector.

 Janis Ivanovs Rezekne vocational music school has relations with music and art performance labour market. Our students play in jazz ensemble, play music instruments in local orchestra, to create music performance for different audience, participate as musicians in festivals, concerts. In Erasmus+ they get job-related skills -  experience for live performance,  the skills of playing musical instruments, learn the trends and developments of various genre music, familiarize themselves with repertoire, new sheet music in contemporary and traditional  music in order to expand the instrumental and vocal repertoire.  Our students work closely with the Regional Concert Hall Gors, creating supply and demonstrating their musical skills. The quality of this performance also derives from the experience gained through Erasmus + mobility and understanding of the diversity of music. Therefore, mobilities  carried out have a broad impact on the development of the cultural environment in Latvia and thus shaping national bran

My school does not have formal links with the labour market. The municipality, which we hope to broaden Erasmus+ cooperation into, is a very active player in the labour market. As with most municipalities, it is an extremely large employer, and engages with a number of private service providers.

The upper secondary VET programs have connections with the labour market, since their students do training with companies/ organizations as part of their education.  

Not really. Our students do work practice during three periods of their time at Nyhemsskolan.  We also had a project with our local hockey team, Rögle, who play in SHL, aming to fight exclusion and strengthen solidarity and friendship. 

As a combined school, offering part-time and full-time courses in various professional fields, we maintain various cooperations with the labour market. In the dual system, we are cooperation partners of various vocational fields, such as carpenters, hairdressers, painters, bricklayers, plumbing and heating installers and electronics technicians. In the social studies department, students are regularly in practice; we cooperate with day-care centres, nursing homes, hospitals and youth centres. Internships also take regularly place in other full-time courses (art/design, business and administration, health/sport), so that there is also a variety of relationships in these fields.

No
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Dear participants,It was so nice meeting you all in Helsingborg!Time just flew but we had a great time together! This was not the end of your accreditation, just the beginning! To be able to continue follow-up, reporting and get together the summary of this Long Term TCA I really need your answers to the evaluation. This is also important for our common TCA work. So please fill in this form and I would be very happy to recieve it. Thanks a lot in advance!!NB There is a question about submitting an application for Erasmus+. This may be relevant for some of you and you may answer according to your own thoughts but it is impossible to remove this question, so you choose how you want to answer to this. You already have the accreditation but some of you may be into applications anyway, so feel free.
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How did you prepare for the event?

Researched the topic
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How did you prepare for the event?

Other, please specify:

Studied who participated via the app

Set goals before seminar

Talked with our Erasmus+ coordinator

Spoke with my collegue/coordinator about what my goal and how I could achieve that while there.  

Followed the APP

Updated a pdf presentation about Berufskolleg Neandertal



Where have you learnt about the event?
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Where have you learnt about the event?

Via National Agency for Erasmus+ in my country (newsletter, website, etc.)
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Where have you learnt about the event?

Via my school/colleagues
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Where have you learnt about the event?

Other, please specify:

Via our organization´s international coordinator.

mail sent out after the accreditation



Overall, how satisfied were you with the event?
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Comments:

Good time management, very well organized work session giving opportunity to meet and talk to most of participants, nicely selected organizations for study visit.

It was valuable to get input from other schools and countries on how to create projects and job shadowing. It was valuable to get to know possible partner organizations.

I think organizators managed the event amazingly.

So muck new things and interesting people

The event was well organised and interesting

Great event an excellent opportunity to meet and exchange experiences with other partners

I was very satisfied with this event and feel as intense as it was, I loved every minute of it.  I have no idea after being to this event how more schools are not showing interest in participating in it.

Thought I would get more info about the accreditation as we are taking our first steps. Those who have done it for 3 years could have more input :)

It was a great conference. Since you had the opportunity to find new partners which i might not have met if it were not for this conference. Very fun and rewarding lectures and school visits as well

Very good balance between theory and professional visit, discussions and contact making with participants.

In previous experience, conferences such as this are usually either far too theoretical and technical, or far too blue-sky and idealistic. I feel this event struck a really good balance.

Very well organized, with a good mix of activities. 



How satisfied were you with the organization/facilities? (Venue, food, etc.)
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Comments:

Cozy, easy to reach, goo service  and meals.

It was very well organized. 

It was a bit crowded at breakfast, but as long as you were there early it was not a problem.

Great choice of hotel and menu.

very nice hotel and food

The venue was very nice, room perfect. The food was okay.  Since I had to eat gluten free, I had to do most of the checking with the staff myself as the gluten free items were placed out and not everyone understood it was only for those who couldn’t eat t

Loooong days :/

Varied food and nice location of the hotel. Very good service and it felt good to have a lot of time together.

Very good location - the oldest city in Sweden - Helsingborg. Exciting facilities to travel by plain, train who crossed bridge between Denmark and Sweden. 

I thought the venue fitted the task perfectly. Central is a manageable-sized city.



How satisfied were you with the service provided by the Organiser National Agency?
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Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied



Comments:

Very welcoming atmosphere, professional organization, nicely selected experts, good time management and interaction methods (tasks for sessions).

It might have been good to have more time to rest before dinner. 

Very helpful staff

I was so impressed that I found it interesting that the ones frustrated with their schools lack of support didn’t apply for jobs directly at the National Agency where they could make more of a difference.  I am so impressed with the organization with this

:/

Responses given to all questions when needed. 



Name of the keynote speaker/facilitator(s)/trainer(s) – No.1

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 

Arjan Verdooren 



How satisfied were you with the keynote speaker/facilitator(s)/trainer(s) – No.1?

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied



Comments:

Very good discover of topic, interesting and memorable examples.

Very interesting to learn about inclusion and diversity. It would be good to hear more.

interesting!

Very clear, easy to understand, very much enjoyed his film and found him very interesting to listen to.

Would liked to have more speakers like him :)

His lecture was one of my favorite moments at this conference. Attracted a lot of interest and the importance of inclusen. Would definitely like to listen to more of his lectures

The keynote speeach was excellent! 

Some really interested points made.

Excellent speaker!  It is a very important topic, and he made me think a lot about how we include our students in training activities abroad.   



Name of the keynote speaker/facilitator(s)/trainer(s) – No.2

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?

Bo Hellström and Ingrid Gran, also Adelina Stuparu and Daniela Meaglia?



How satisfied were you with the keynote speaker/facilitator(s)/trainer(s) – No. 2?

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied



Comments:

Less interesting and memorable, however good performance overall.

Adelina: very satisfied. I want to hear more. Daniela: I think she spoke too fast, it was difficult to hear everything she wanted to say. Maybe she needed more time. 

I wanted more concrete tips about how to go about starting projects from the veterans

Well prepared and well done

Oh they worked absolutely amazing together. Very humourous, enjoyable to listen to, made sure they were always available to answer questions or solve any problems (like when people wanted/needed to switch the school they were going to visit), timely – all

:/

Thought they all had great lectures. Group work was good and intresting and  they gave you a lot of good advice.

They are excellent

Bo and Ingrid held the week together well, and were very approachable. The other speakers had some good information, although not all that applicable to just my organisation&#39;s situation.

Bo and Ingrid were very good hosts!   It was also interesteing to listen to Adelina and Daniela when they told us about their projects.  

Bo and Ingrid did a great job!

Bo and Ingrid have done a fantastic job!



How satisfied were you with the content of the event (balance between theory vs practice, setup of the programme, materials, platform used, etc.)?

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Very satisfied

Somewhat dissatisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied

Very satisfied



Comments:

It was interactive but not exhausting or boring - very good balance, 

I want more theory. Some of the practice in smaller groups lasted too long. Otherwise very good.

Very intensive days

Too much information - some breaks for informal exchange would have been nice.

I thought it was a very good balance. It was nerve wrecking in the beginning with the app and I wasn’t sure what to do.  I think had all notices been placed there after the initial emails went out with attachments, including the schools, it would have bee

Too much  group work - would have been great to have more speakers.

I found the balance at the conference very good and varied. I found the lectures and group work to be well connected and also raised many questions later on.

I suggest every morning start with theory presentation on the actual theme like inclusion and diversity and so on.

As I named above, a very difficult balance was struck. Well done!

Good mix of information and practical activities where we had a chance to meet different people! 

I loved all the activities, the bingo, the carousel and last but not least the final presentation! All very well planned.

I wished we had started sorting out networking options in sectors directly from the beginning. The study visit was interesting - but time consuming (4.5 hours on a bus). I had wished for more keynote speakers!



Would you need any further training to reach your goals?

My goals were not addressed specifically by this training, so the answer is yes.

Yes. We still need to expand our network and work with our procedures

It would be great to have more trainings concering Erasmus+ project management specifically. For contact seminars more time with own sector would also be wonderful! 

Not at this point, thank to this seminar I have enough new ideas to work on. But overall - yes, definitely, this type of  training is very beneficial. 

It is always good to have further training to reach your goals, especially together with other people who are intresertad in the same goals as you. 

One can always learn more. I will discuss this with our international coordinator. 

No, I have found a lot of answers and contacts for future projects.

Yes, I would love to be trained for \\\"management the KA120-SCH\\\"

Jag önskar ytterligare utbildning om kontrakt/dokument som ska fyllas i före-. under- och efter en Erasmus+ aktivitetet. 

Yes, I think I would need more hands-on tips.

I would not need any further training. The TCA was very informative.

This is very wide topic and additional training would be beneficial.

Of cours, because I am the new Erasmus + coordinator to be, but I got much much information

No, not right now - but it would be nice to attend a similar event in a few years to gain new contacts.

Yes, I still need to learn more about the administration of it all, Beneficiary Module etc. I would like to see examples of how people work with this and incorporate it in their everyday life in schools.

I already made plenty of contacts and reach certain goals, but there is always need to make new projects better and more inclusive.

I would personally appreciate some training for including the work in large organizations and consortiums. How to plan and execute the budget process and follow up.

A great opportunity to learn more about the problems we have during the implementation of our projects. I would definitely like to attend the re-organization on event like this

Not really, I rather need resources to implement my plans. I got many ideas and inspirations from the seminar - Now i need to implement all my plans.

For me personally, and anyone else that is a new beginner, I would love to know exactly how to begin.  I have many ideas. I met people there that could solve this need, but just not exactly sure how to go about the process, especially as a lågstadiet teacher where my students won’t be travelling, but it would obviously be job shadowing instead.  

Yes, I need more training in accreditation work - next stepps and steeps after that :)

We are new to this and have started working together, but as it stands now, we have only reached a point in working together, and possibly when the time comes, it might be good to get some training or advice.Got some advice at the conference, which we have already used and helped us along the way.Would definitely like to go to more conferences like this

We are just at the beginning of the accreditation in Erasmus + and need a network of subject-specific partners for a qualitative implementation. Building this network is the first step in the implementation. TCAs are a great framework to do this. Further TCAs are therefore very interesting and necessary for us. 

I think no. We  need to find some suitable partners for our school and have a discussion on our common interests.

Not yet at this point. I\\\'ve got great info from the TCA and the school visits, and we know we can also always contact our national agency with inquiries as well.

Futher training:  - efficient and effective project management in Erasmus+ project; -professional visits to accredited vocational schools  - the best practices stories  of KA2 projects -burnout syndrome - how to manage it  

I feel that this activity gave me a very good grounding in how to move forward. The rest will come with experience!

I would like to participate in an event for consortiums.  It is a different kind of challenge having many schools in a project, compared to just having your own.   i would like to spend time with other international coordinators, where we can learn from each other.  

I think that we would need even more information about all the administrative details connected to budget and reports. 

I do appreciate every opportunity to meet with European colleagues, who are into the European exchange! Networking and exchanging ideas, sharing experiences should be done on a very regular basis!

Arjans way to give a wider perspective was a good way to get more input in the Erasmuswork.  Recurring input and inspiration from lecturer, \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\"colleagues\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\



What have you learnt at a personal level?

Meeting European partners and networking
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What have you learnt at a personal level?

Learning more about the education systems in other countries
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What have you learnt at a personal level?

Improving educational approaches
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What have you learnt at a personal level?

Getting project ideas and support to start a project
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What have you learnt at a personal level?

Intercultural learning, personal development
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What have you learnt at a personal level?

Getting to know ideas and good practice examples
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What have you learnt at a personal level?

Personal competence(s), please specify:

I feel more confident in organizing big events now. Sometimes mistakes can turn into advantages.

Erfarenhetsutbyte om utmaningar som lärare i olika länder i Europa. 

I have realised that my skills are also useful in the context of Erasmus projects. 

Training in english lanuguage

Brush up my english speaking skills

language competence

Improving own cultural communications

self confidence



What have you learnt at a personal level?

Other, please specify: How do you plan to disseminate the outcomes and outputs of the seminar inside and outside your organization?

internal meetings conferences and events organized by the National Agency

I have made a list of relevant contacts for the education managers, where I will discuss further ideas of collaboration

I have already disemminated information internally and externally. Internally I have writen a long post on the department\\\'s (entire consortium\\\'s) social media platform (yammer, reach - around 300 people), as well as on a working group meeting for special needs educators - as I was able to connect with a potential partner that also focuses on special needs education. Externally I wrote a post on Linkedin and tagged relevant organisations and participants. 

In work with colleagues within my organization and via Facebook (we have more that 2000 followers).  

I will talk with my colleagues during our \\\\\\\"big\\\\\\\" meetings and also talk to the people who are in our international group. I will also talk to the students about the conference. 

Write a short report to my international coordinator and my principal. Tell my collegues what I learnt.

Through our projects I want to improve inclusion, make new partnerships with colleagues I met during seminar. I want to make new activities in Erasmus like competitions and inviting an experts. 

Among our school - during teacher meetings, among our town - publishing in local periodicals, among the county - lecture for teacher through the organisation RCPÚ - regional centre of teacher support

Jag delar med mig av kontakter, kunskaper och erfarenheter som jag fick från seminariet till mina kollegor samt har vi spridit information om eventet på skolans instagram, syfte med innehåll. 

I plan to give a talk to my colleagues and discuss further with the coordinator how best to use the information received. The dissemination outside of the organisation will be more based on results of projects. However, information will be found on our school website.

I plan to inform about the details of the event all my colleagues from the national agency.

I am sharing information on social media and I presented my visit to colleagues at formal and informal meetings.

I have talked to my Erasmus + coordinator and I have took some contacts with people I met at the seminar

We have allready planned meetings within our organisation, informing about Erasmus. And we are planning to ajust our strategy for Erasmus projects in the future.

I talk to my colleagues and headmasters and I try show examples of what I\\\'ve learned and how they work with Erasmus+-projects in other organisations. I also talk to my colleagues in Europe in our partner-schools about good examples and possible ways of working.

I plan to share outcomes and outputs of the seminar on school Erasmus team meeting and on a teacher\\\'s meeting in my school. 

Connected to some partners from the TCA event trying to organize an exchange for teachers coming fall. The organization is about to be finalized in our internal set up.

At the school, at the teachers\\\' council, I will give a presentation about the activity carried out in order to familiarize the teachers with the above. Students will also be informed during class hours. During the meetings of cooperating schools, Erasmus programs will be promoted and a report will be submitted on the TCA activity that I attended.

- POSTS in our school Teams, talk to colleagues about it, writing a report, building a network with the other participants.

I am being given time by my vice-principal to present my experience at a meeting day in June.  In the meantime, I am hoping with the help of my coordinator to know how I can get going on a project myself with some collegues.

Have some schools in mind for job shadowing and short term for students

Have already distributed some to partners and others who are working on projects. Pointed out different ways of approach and other things inside the school as well as outside. I also wrote a short travelogue and what I took advantage of from the conference that Rannís will show.

We have already had consultations and meetings on this, where the results and findings have been shared in the areas of vocational education. Furthermore, a post was made in the social media in which the presentations and contents were reproduced. 

At our school meeting : to inform colleagues about new contacts , about the education systems in Sweden

I will take part in writing a final report for national agency for them to prepare an announcement and post on the social media of the organization I work for.

Outside - articles in the school home page www.jirmv.lv - http://www.jirmv.lv/index.php/2023/05/08/tiek-iepazitas-kulturizglitibas-iestades-eiropa/, Social media - Instagram, facebook.  Inside - Meetings with colleagues, principal and project group. 

We have already planned to have a meeting for all staff within my school about the activity and its outcomes. 

I will talk about it at our steering group meetings and in meetings with staff at the schools.   Especially about inclusion, and how we have to think about how we actively include students who might not otherwise participate.  For example, how we can help them to feel brave enought to want to participate,  

I have given a presentation about the TCA and also presented our new partners and their school.  

- report to the extended school management board - report to the Erasmus+ team - report to interested course leaders - getting in/ keeping in contact with TCA members for further ideas/joint approaches

I will spread it among my Erasmus colleges at school. Next step is to link it to the accreditation gols and then 



How is your organization benefitting from your participation?

Meeting European partners and networking
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How is your organization benefitting from your participation?

Initiating new partnerships for Erasmus+ projects
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How is your organization benefitting from your participation?

Learning more about the education systems in other countries
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How is your organization benefitting from your participation?

Improving educational approaches
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How is your organization benefitting from your participation?

Improving the implementation of my project
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How is your organization benefitting from your participation?

Increasing my organization’s openness (to Europe)
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How is your organization benefitting from your participation?

Intercultural learning
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How is your organization benefitting from your participation?

Learning good practice examples
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How is your organization benefitting from your participation?

Identifying areas for improvement
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How is your organization benefitting from your participation?

Other, please specify:

My organisation is going to learn how teachers in the lower classes and possibly even our fritids staff can get involved with this.



As a result of the participation, does your organization intend to submit an application for the next Erasmus+ call for proposals?

Yes, KA1 mobility
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As a result of the participation, does your organization intend to submit an application for the next Erasmus+ call for proposals?

Yes, KA2 strategic partnership projects
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As a result of the participation, does your organization intend to submit an application for the next Erasmus+ call for proposals?

Yes, KA3 support for policy reform
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As a result of the participation, does your organization intend to submit an application for the next Erasmus+ call for proposals?

Yes, any other programme, please specify:

Accreditation for school. 

In this area I am unsure because I am not the coordinator, but another teacher who was sent to learn about this so I could learn what it entailed.  I am sure our coordinator is planning on applying as she is very involved with Erasmus for the högstadiet a

Job shadowing



As a result of the participation, does your organization intend to submit an application for the next Erasmus+ call for proposals?

Haven’t decided yet
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As a result of the participation, does your organization intend to submit an application for the next Erasmus+ call for proposals?
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If your answer is yes for the previous question, please select your future role.

Applicant/coordinator
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If your answer is yes for the previous question, please select your future role.

Partner
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Please specify your future partnership regarding your intention to submit an Erasmus+ application

I already have partners from the TCA event
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Please specify your future partnership regarding your intention to submit an Erasmus+ application

I already have partners outside of the TCA event
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Please specify your future partnership regarding your intention to submit an Erasmus+ application

I do not have partners yet

No

No

No

No

No
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No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No
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No

No
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If your answer is no regarding submitting an application, please explain why.

We already have the accreditation until 2027 so we are sorted for while. 

Både sektor skola och yrkes är ackrediterade, så därför planerar vi inte att skicka in någon ansökan.

We simply have not had time to decide yet.

Not applicable.

I need to talk to our coordinator

We have an ongoing Ka1-project for the next school-year and we just received the accreditation. The budget we received was less than expected so we do not yet know exactly what the possibilities are. We intend to continue the collaboration with the partnerschools we already have from the ka1-project, but also start new collaborations, possibly with partners from this event.

We have already applied for KA1 funding within our accreditation for SCHOOL and VET

We are planing to have exchanges according to the accreditation with other schools, both jobshadowing an pupil exchange. We started to work on an KA2 project in Mars with others but group members left the project so we also decided to leave the group. After that we haven´t taken a new decision. 



Comments, suggestions Some feedback on the study visits - did you get any information on how the organisation you visited work with their accreditation? If yes, please describe very shortly how. 

yes

Yes. We have already discussed how to collaborate in the future

Yes, at Rydgymnasium AB we talked a lot about their accreditation journey and how they organized the logistics surrounding the mobilities. We learnt that they were only sending students abroad, not hosting schools, how the partnerships were set up, how the monitoring and checks were organized, and much more. 

Yes, good idea about buddy system when receiving students for internship.

It was a great experience, I wish we could have visited more schools. 

I´d like to comment on the future application. We have accreditation for adult vocational education, and we are going to seek accreditation for our adult non-vocational sector. I found a few possible future partners for that in this TCA.They described their partners and their objectives, and how they found their partners. They also gave us useful tips before travelling to schools abroad. 

/ Yes, they told us how they do mobilities and they gave us examples of possible problems during mobities - what to do , how to react, what to excpect, etc. 

The principal of school shared his \\\"know-how\\\" in Erasmus+ programme. He even had teacher who published all the results in a book. I was very useful to see how can all school profit from the Erasmus+ project. All the teacher went abroad at least once.

Jag besökte en gymnasieskola i Hässleholm. Det var ett mycket givande besök där lärare och rektor delade med sig av erfarenheter från tidigare projekt samt framtida och vi fick även tips på förebyggande åtgärder när olyckan är framme. 

The school I visited had a well thought through system of job shadowing where ALL the teachers took part. They shared information after a stint abroad and thus the pedagogical and methodical discussion was very much alive at the school.

Yes.

It was interesting how does Swedish vocational school organize mobilities.

Jobshadowing, sending students, language courses, teachers and more 

Yes. I was very inspired about the organsations strategic work. 

We have an ongoing Ka1-project for the next school-year and we just received the accreditation. The budget we received was less than expected so we do not yet know exactly what the possibilities are. We intend to continue the collaboration with the partnerschools we already have from the ka1-project, but also start new collaborations, possibly with partners from this event.Yes, I went to Ängelholms Gymnasium, and it was very interesting to see how they organise their work within their organisation, how they work as a team together with the headmistress and share the responsibility.

We had an excellent school tour and presentation of their work and their previous projects. Also, there was a detailed discussion about possibilities for students and teachers, inclusion, monitoring and evaluation of project

 Good overall overview and background both from teachers and students.

Excellent organization, interesting workshops where we could share and exchange experiences. I definitely recommend more events like this.The school we visited welcomed us warmly and gave us an excellent presentation of their school and the projects they are working on. I learned new information and got additional ideas on how to expand and work on my projects.

It rather was an exchange - but a fruitful one

The study visit was something I was really looking forward to that I wish we could have gone earlier and had a longer time there.  The staff were so welcoming (Montessori school) and I felt I finally could get an answer to my question on how to involve teachers working with smaller children, which I hadn’t managed to get answered while at the hotel in conferences. 

:) No, not much :/

I found the visits to Skanör and Falsterbo montessori school to be very rewarding. It was nice to see the school and several projects in the classrooms that were done in collaboration with other countries for students in the younger years of elementary school. It was also very good to get the lecture from them and advice on how to save money and how to find a good partner. Great to hear the student\\\\\\\'s  too about their visits through the Erasmus collaboration.

The study visits were good so far. However, our group was in an organization that does not carry out mobilities itself, but rather supports institutions to carry out applications and billing around erasmus +. This was less interesting. However, the exchange and discussion at the end was helpful. Here, problems in the implementation and accounting were addressed and one could develop new ideas and strategies. 

I visited Montessori school they presented us their experience. It was very helpful

I was very satisfied with the TCA conference and I\'m thankful for the opportunity to go.  The only suggestion I have is to allow a bit more open slots in the schedule for mingling so we can take even further steps towards partnership. The study visit I went on was very good (Drottning Blankas Gymnassieskola)

Thanks for great opportunities!I  got information how Malmo music school Rytmo working with its accreditation (partner networking, ongoing  Erasmus plan, school is sending and hosting organization). 

The school visit gave a good insight into the possible positives, and pitfalls, of partnerships.

They talked about VET students going on training mobilities.  We were able to exchange ideas and suggestions.  

We learned about their projects and also mobilities.

They\\\'ve told us about their different experiences with learners\\\' mobilities in the past, which had been very successfully in the first run - and then rather failed in the second run. They told us about the benefits of honestly evaluating the reasons for the less successful mobilities with the partner.

We are planing to have exchanges according to the accreditation with other schools, both jobshadowing an pupil exchange. We started to work on an KA2 project in Mars with others but group members left the project so we also decided to leave the group. After that we haven´t taken a new decision. They wanted everyone in the staff at the school to be part of an exchange over time. The ones that had been away on an exchange or education shared their experiences with the rest of the staff when they got back. The persons in charge of Erasmus did the paperwork. 



How to use the budget in the most efficient way, according to you? 

no

Don\\\\\\\'t know

In the case of agricultural schools, it is common (thought not always the case) that the students get room and board at their hosting farms. One of the biggest expenses in some cases is the transport which means that the staff will also have a harder time to implement their own activities with the given budget, so we adjust so that we raise the staff costs for them when needed. We also give participants their stipends for them to budget for their own trips. When adjustments are made the decisions are taken together within the internationalization group with representatives from all schools and we adjust according to the different circumstances. Another way to is to have partner schools in the region of the traineeship places for students. This means that if the employers cannot provide room and board then the students can be accommodated at the schools, which is often cheaper than staying in hotels, and also easier as our schools are often found in rural areas. As participants get stipends it also helps lower

Find balance price vs performance.

We have started small scale after Covid, but we hope to be able to send as many students and teachers as possible. We tend to be \\\\\\\"saving\\\\\\\" money when you work in a school, but if you use the money wisely it is a bit like saving. 

I have no experience yet in that area. But I think that an area to save money in, is the travel expences. Book your travel arrangements in good time. 

We should combine more and less expensive countries to balance the expenses, we should plan more activities at same time, we should do more green traveling. 

According to criteria - I think balancing between different types of activities is the most efficient.

Vi har sparat en del på att låta elever bo i värdfamilj, och om inte det är möjligt bo på enklare boende samt vid behov gå utanför avtalet som vi har med researrangör. Det är möjligt att gå utanför avtalet om researrangören inte kan leva upp till det vi söker. 

Start with a small number of people and build from there.

Not applicable.

I got useful information about budget allocation.

By looking options and preparing in good time before sending anyone

Yes, we got a lot of good ideas and inspiration on how to use the budget in the most efficient way.

I\\\'m not sure we got much info. about this?

By making realistic plans, setting limit for every activities and category following the rules, reviewing regularly, keeping records

Not so much information concerning the budget

/

VARIETY!!

Well of course I think the best way to use the budget if having a big school like ours is really to have the administration on board to have them see where costs can be cut allowing the money to go further.  For ex. Possibly not having to pay to take in substitutes, but again if the administration want substitutes then there is no choice, but to use the budget there.  Possibly room sharing for teachers travelling abroad (possibly a bit sensitive for people who do not like sharing?) 

Book flight/hotel in good time.

That students stay with each other and not in hotels. Preparatory meetings and students get to know each other through teams, whatsapp meetings first.

Basically, this question was also part of a discussion round. For example, tips were mentioned such as booking flights early, group travel is usually more expensive, using more money for students when teachers are more difficult to acquire, balancing more expensive countries with \\\"cheaper\\\" countries, creating an overview of expenses/income with the corresponding types of mobility.

-

Yes, in many ways.

The most efficient way are reliable partners, ongoing planning, close cooperation with National agency.  

Some useful information was shared on this topic.

No, I don\'t think I learnt anything new.   Everyone seems to agree that it is difficult to cover the activities with the funding provided, since both travel costs and living expences have gone up significantly, at the same time as the amount of individual support has been lowered.   Some people expressed that they have to start sending fewer people, because the organizations cannot afford the extra costs.  

This is something I would like to learn more about.  

One could use the budget rather efficiently if one does not depend on commercial agencies but has reliable non-profit partners, who for example organise work placements.

We have worked out of the idea that it is most efficient to have student exchange. In Helsingborg I understood that some schools were going to send staff on education  and in that way get the school to work against the same goal. We are going to send more teachers on jobshadowing. I think the mix is best. Both staff and pupils. 
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